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1. Introduction

NASA’s Sun-Earth Connections program aims
improve mankind’s understanding of the origins
solar variability, how that variability transforms t
interplanetary medium, how eruptive events on
Sun impact geospace, and how they might a
climate and weather.

STEREO is the third of five Solar-Terrestrial Prob
called for in NASA’s Space Science Enterprise S
tegic Plan to accomplish the goals of the Sun-E
Connections program. The first of these missio
the Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Mesosphere Ene
ics and Dynamics mission (TIMED) is scheduled
launch in 2000. The other missions are

• Solar-B, which will obtain high-resolution
images of the solar magnetic field to determ
how it emerges, evolves, and dissipates its en
at the solar surface. These processes are
drivers of the solar activity we observe.

• STEREO, which will obtain simultaneous imag
of the Sun from two spacecraft and build a thr
dimensional (3-D) picture of coronal ma
ejections (CMEs) and the complex structu
around them. STEREO will also study t
propagation of disturbances through t
heliosphere and their effects at Earth orbit.

• Magnetospheric Multiscale, which will provide
a network of in situ measurements of Earth
magnetosphere that can be combined to gi
3-D image of magnetic substorms and ot
activity in geospace.

• Global Electrodynamics, which will probe
Earth’s upper atmosphere to determine h
variations in particle flux and solar electr
magnetic radiation affect it.

While these missions individually will doubtless p
duce exciting discoveries about the complex S
Earth system, together they are a formidable 
that will greatly improve our ability to predi
weather in space, enhance our knowledge of s
influences on climate change, and give us fresh
sight into the origins and future of life on Ear
Although the Sun is much quieter today than in
distant past —it was once a rapidly rotating, stron
magnetic, violently active star with a massive ste
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wind—it is still capable of violent explosions an
substantial variations in radiative output. Understan
ing present-day solar activity will help mankind un
derstand the history of the Sun’s climate and its p
sible influence on Earth’s evolution and the dev
opment of life.

It is through CMEs that solar activity is most forc
fully felt at Earth. CMEs are the most energetic eru
tions on the Sun. They are responsible for essenti
all of the largest solar proton events, and they are
primary cause of major geomagnetic storms. Unf
tunately, no one can predict reliably when a CM
will occur or what its effects will be.

In order to make progress in this area, we need
follow CME-generated disturbances from the S
to at least the orbit of Earth and we need to know 
state of the ambient solar wind in front of these d
turbances. Coronal observations need to provide
curate measurements of the pre-CME corona an
CME timing, size, geometry, mass, speed (as a fu
tion of height), and direction at a minimum. Info
mation about the strength and polarity of the fie
embedded within the CMEs would also be high
desirable. We need to track the evolution of the d
turbances optically or by radio emissions throu
the interplanetary medium to 1 AU. The in situ ob-
servations need to provide accurate information ab
the state of the ambient wind and energetic part
populations ahead of the CMEs while also determ
ing the plasma, magnetic field, and energetic p
ticle characteristics of the interplanetary disturban
as they pass.

Unfortunately, the CMEs that most affect Earth a
also the least likely to be detected with ground-ba
or Earth-orbiting telescopes. To understand CM
better and to forecast their arrival and effects at Ea
a totally new perspective on CMEs and their sour
in the solar atmosphere is needed. Achieving t
perspective will require moving away from our cu
tomary lookout point. This report describes the s
entific progress that can be achieved toward the go
of the Sun-Earth Connections program with tw
spacecraft at 1 AU, one drifting well ahead of Ea
and one well behind. Together the two spacec
comprise the Solar-TErrestrial Relations Observat
(STEREO).
3
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2. Scientific Objectives

The principal science objectives to be addressed
the STEREO mission are as follows:

• Understand the origin and consequences
CMEs

• Determine the processes that control CM
evolution in the heliosphere by tracking CME
driven disturbances from the Sun to Earth’s or

• Discover the mechanisms and sites of so
energetic particle acceleration

• Determine the 3-D structure and dynamics
coronal and interplanetary plasmas and magn
fields

• Probe the solar dynamo through its effects 
the corona and heliosphere

Coronal Mass Ejections

A primary scientific motivation for studying CME
stems from their enormous and difficult-to-expla
spatial scales, masses, speeds, and energies. C
appear to be the means by which the corona evo
through the solar cycle. They may be the mean
removing dynamo-generated magnetic flux from 
Sun. They appear thus to be a crucial link to Ea
from the solar dynamo. Further, the striking effe
of CMEs on planetary magnetospheres, comets,
cosmic rays extend the interest in mass ejections 
beyond the traditional realm of solar physics, 
emphasized in the Sun-Earth Connection Roadm
Finally, there may be astrophysical analogues of m
ejections, perhaps in accretion disks and active
lactic nuclei, that will be better understood when 
understand CMEs.

Explaining the sudden expulsion of a highly co
ducting plasma from the magnetized Sun presen
major challenge to space physics. The spectac
nature of these large mass ejections is illustrate
Figure 1 by a time sequence of images obtained 
the Large Angle Spectroscopic Coronagra
(LASCO) flown on the SOHO mission. The brigh
loop-like feature contains more than 1015 g of plasma.
The energy required to lift the material off the S
may be as high as 4 3 1032 ergs.

CMEs are complex and poorly understood. No
theless, it is now evident that many ejections invo
4
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the eruption of coronal and chromospheric plasm
from a region pervaded by magnetic fields that a
initially closed and possibly twisted. What trigger
the eruption? How is the energy built up and ove
what scale? Which, if any, of the several competin
models of CME origins is the correct physical de
scription of what happens on the Sun?

CME Onset

Here are some of the many models for the origins 
CMEs that have been proposed:

• Magnetic shear by surface motions, causing lo
of equilibrium in the corona

• Magnetic helicity charging from beneath the
surface, causing a kink instability in the corona

• Emerging magnetic flux, causing loss o
equilibrium in a coronal arcade

• Magnetic helicity charging of the corona by
flares, causing loss of equilibrium in a corona
arcade

• Thermally driven blast wave from a large flare
blowing the corona open

• Buoyancy, due to a low-density cavity in the
corona

Figure 1. Four images from the LASCO coronagraph
on SOHO, showing a CME on 7 April 1997.
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One should be able to distinguish among the mo
by careful examination of the structure of the p
CME corona. CMEs frequently follow several da
of “swelling” of a coronal helmet streamer. The
may be corresponding changes in the low coro
magnetic shear (by differential rotation’s effect 
emerged coronal loops) or magnetic helicity cha
ing (loop twisting by subsurface flows). Thre
dimensional reconstructions by triangulation on co
nal features should reveal the key signatures of t
processes and even allow us to specify the den
temperature, and magnetic fields of the pre-ev
structures.

As the list of models suggests, several fundame
questions must be answered if we are to unders
the physical causes of CME eruption:

• Are CMEs driven primarily by magnetic o
nonmagnetic forces?

• What is the geometry and magnetic topology
CMEs?

• What key coronal phenomena accompany C
onset?

• What initiates CMEs?

• What is the role of magnetic reconnection?

• What is the role of evolving surface features

These questions cannot be satisfactorily addres
with single-vantage-point observations of the ty
currently available. The corona is optically thin, bot
in the emissions seen by X-ray and UV imagers 
5

Figure 2. SOHO-EIT observations of a wave expand
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in the Thompson-scattered photospheric light se
by coronagraphs. Line-of-sight integration effects a
a major source of ambiguity and confusion. On
STEREO can provide the observations necessar
sort out the overlapping 3-D structures.

CME Geometry and Onset Signatures

The geometry of erupting CME structures is curren
unknown. Several basic configurations have be
proposed: a simple dipolar arcade, a quadrupo
multi-arcade system, a half-emerged flux rope, a
a suspended flux rope. The different physical pro
erties of these configurations predict different eru
tion scenarios, as discussed later. Detailed num
cal models of CMEs have been developed, but nea
all of them have made the simplifying assumptio
that the field is two dimensional (e.g., an infinite a
cade). In reality, of course, the erupting structur
have finite extent, and 3-D effects must be impo
tant. With the range of view angles accessible to t
STEREO telescopes, CMEs and coronal structu
can be reconstructed in three dimensions.

A CME frequently starts with a sinuous brightenin
in the low corona and an outward movement of co
nal structures on many scales. Chromospheric 
coronal plasma is accelerated to 300 km s–1 or more.
Observations with the Extreme-ultraviolet Imagin
Telescope (EIT) on SOHO show that CMEs are o
ten accompanied by a wave front in the corona. 
example is shown in Figure 2. It was once thoug
that such waves are triggered only by flares, but n
ing from a CME initiation site on 12 May 1997. Images
.
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the whole issue must be reexamined. While 
waves, variously called Moreton waves or EIT wav
do not appear to be “thermal blast waves,” they s
to be intimately involved with CMEs. What is t
relationship of the wave to the CME? Which is 
trigger? In order to resolve these questions, S
REO should be designed to provide images wi
much higher cadence than SOHO does.

It is well established that pre-eruption magnetic f
configurations contain ample free energy to exp
the gravitational and kinetic energies of CMEs. Ho
ever, it is not so obvious that enough of this energ
released as the field is opened during the erup
There can actually be an increase in the magneti
ergy locally, even though the global magnetic ene
may decrease. This has led some to argue that C
must be buoyancy driven, so it is important to be 
to gauge the size and density of coronal cavities

Many CMEs have a three-part structure that inclu
a dark cavity, a bright frontal loop, and an emb
ded core (probably erupting prominence mater
There are, however, many examples of CMEs 
pre-event streamers with no obvious cavity. If
cavity exists, then buoyancy can be ruled out, 
CMEs must be magnetically driven. Whether or 
cavities are present in these structures is difficu
know due to the possibility of overlapping brig
features in the foreground and background. O
STEREO can provide the observations neede
unambiguously establish whether cavities are 
versal and, therefore, whether CMEs are magn
cally or buoyancy driven. Determination of cruc
physical parameters such as the density and 
sure of the cavity will require simultaneous obs
vations of emissions that are sensitive to den
(white-light coronagraph) and to density squa
(emission-line imager).

Reconnection

In many CME models, magnetic reconnection
necessary for the eruption to begin or to proc
The physical role of reconnection varies from mo
to model, however, and it is possible th
reconnection plays no active role whatsoever. In
dipolar arcade and suspended flux rope models
stretched fields reconnect beneath the CME a
6
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same time that the CME is lifting off. Without
reconnection, a full eruption is not possible. In con
trast, the quadrupolar model involves reconnectio
high in the corona above the erupting arcade, and
reconnection is necessary at low altitudes.

These different scenarios can be tested with ST
REO observations. For example, reconnection in t
dipole arcade and flux rope models produces clos
magnetic loops under the CME that should be vi
ible at the time of the eruption. If no loops are see
then the models must be either rejected or modifie
Existing observations suggest that the erupting ma
netic fields in many events remain open to the su
face for a considerable time after the eruption h
begun. This would seem to contradict the mode
However, the interpretation of the observations 
open to debate, since the orientation of the arcade
not known. An end-on view should reveal close
loops if they exist, but a sideways view might no
Only STEREO can resolve this ambiguity.

Surface Evolution

It is widely believed that CMEs are a response 
changes in the surface magnetic fields. These fie
are constantly evolving, either by the twisting an
shearing of existing flux or by the emergence of ne
flux from below the photosphere. These process
stress the overlying coronal field, and the field erup
whenever the stresses become too great. An und
standing of how surface fields evolve leading up 
eruption is vital if we are to understand why CME
occur. It might also prove valuable for CME predic
tion, a long-term goal of the National Space Weath
Program. At present, it is extremely difficult to stud
surface evolution in the days immediately proceedin
a CME. Surface features, especially magnetic field
are best observed near disk center, whereas CMEs
best observed near the limb. A STEREO coronagra
would be able to detect CMEs that originate abo
surface locations that are at solar disk center as view
from Earth. This would allow us to study the role o
surface evolution and, in particular, to address t
recent suggestion that CMEs are triggered by eme
ing flux. The needed vector magnetograms will b
available from Solar-B and the National Solar Obse
vatory SOLIS magnetographs.
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The Heliosphere Between the Sun and
Earth

The heliosphere extending from 30 RSun to 1 AU (215
Rsun), i.e., from the edge of the widest-field LASC
coronagraph to Earth orbit, contains nearly 400 ti
the volume of the currently imaged region close
the Sun. This volume has remained unexplored
cept during the Helios mission 20 years ago. 
two Helios spacecraft carried solar wind analyz
and low-resolution photometers that mapped the
lar wind density distribution in the heliosphere a
proved that CMEs can be detected well bey
30 RSun, even well into the heliosphere (see Fig
3). No such observations are available now.

In general, dense heliospheric structure follows
location of the heliospheric current sheet. Howe
this structure evolves and is segmented, with the d
segments generally being associated with region
high solar activity. Thus, the heliosphere is popula
not so much by a continuous dense “ballerina s
of slow-speed solar wind forming a wave around
Sun but, instead, by a set of spikes (see Figure 4) a
the skirt that vary continually in strength.
O
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Figure 4. Perspective view of the corotating solar wind
pattern for Carrington Rotation 1653. The ellipse
indicates Earth’s orbit. Solar wind densities, indicated
by shades of gray, were derived by fitting a
heliospheric model to Helios photometer observations
of Thompson-scattering from solar wind electrons.
Figure 3. Polar plot of a CME recorded by the Helios B visible light photometer. Signal at 90° elongation
corresponds to a CME passing overhead. The spacecraft was at 0.484 AU from the Sun at the time.
7
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The quiet solar wind flows out nearly radially fro
the Sun in corotating patterns that evolve slowly w
time. The distribution of matter in the heliospher
never entirely certain because of a lack of timel
D information. Figure 5 shows what has been
complished with Helios data analysis, but that im
was built up under the assumption that 
heliospheric density distribution was unchanged
m
ith
 is
 3-
ac-
ge
he
 for

a whole solar rotation. Determination of the insta
taneous distribution of matter in the heliospher
an important goal for STEREO. Solar wind densit
and velocity measured in situ at 1 AU can be relate
to 3-D reconstructions from STEREO heliosph
imagers and coronagraphs and traced almost a
way down to the solar surface. This is not curre
possible.
8

Visibility of Earth-Directed CMEs

The quantities observed by coronagraphs are
the polarized brightness pB and the brightness
B, and they are related to the electron density
through a line-of-sight integral over the light-
scattering electrons. The (Thompson) scatter-
ing cross section is quite small and the density
of the corona is very low. As a consequence,
the white-light corona is very faint, and because
the incident light is polarized by the scattering,
one has to consider carefully how coronal vis-
ibility is affected by the angle between the Sun,
the scattering electrons, and the observer. For a
spherically symmetric coronal density distribu-
tion, roughly half of the total scattered light
comes from within about ±20° of the plane of
the sky. Contributions of structures that are 60°
in front of or behind the solar disk are a few
percent. Because of this limb-viewing bias of
coronagraphs, most CMEs observed to date could
not be related uniquely to other observed kinds
of solar activity. Using simple mathematical

models, we investigated the pB properties of a
typical CME as viewed in projection in the
plane of the sky and at various angular dis-
tances away from the plane of the sky. The
simulated CME extended from 2.5 RSun to 8.0
RSun. It was 35° wide in longitude, and the shell
was 1 RSun thick (these numbers are represen-
tative of CME observations from LASCO C2
and C3). Figure 5a presents a view with the
CME in the plane of the sky, while Figures 5b
and 5c show the views when the CME is ro-
tated 30° and 60° out of the plane of the sky,
respectively. The CME appears fainter and
smaller when rotated 30° from the plane of
the sky. It appears as a halo when rotated to
90°. But our simulation shows that correct in-
terpretation of the halo in terms of physical
size or angular extent is almost impossible.
Also, images from a single vantage point do
not provide any information on the longitude
of the CME. With two vantage points, one can
ascertain its longitude and compare it directly
to other solar disk observations.

Figure 5. Three views of a simulated coronal mass ejection. (a) CME in the plane of the sky on the west
limb of the Sun, (b) CME rotated 30° from the plane of the sky, and (c) CME rotated 60° from the plane of
the sky.
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CMEs in the Heliosphere

CME propagation and CME effects at Earth depe
not only on the character of the coronal event 
also on the state of the heliosphere. Even as a C
emerges from the corona, its motion is influenc
by surrounding streamer belt structures and coro
holes. A fast CME propagating into a slow ambie
wind compresses the wind in its path; the interpl
etary magnetic field is intensified, its orientatio
changes as it is compressed, and it drapes aro
the advancing structure. If the speed of the CME
high enough relative to the ambient solar wind
forward shock forms ahead of it. When a CME o
curs near the boundary between fast and s
streams, part of it is accelerated and part of i
slowed down. In general, a CME can be accelera
decelerated, deflected, distorted, attenuated, or 
plified, depending on the details of its interacti
with the ambient medium. Many of these interactio
are of special interest because they produce occas
strong enhancement of geomagnetic effects.

To understand and predict the effects of CMEs
Earth, it will be necessary to map the inner he
sphere and reveal fast and slow streams, interac
regions, and the interplanetary magnetic field. Th
maps will be generated from numerical models
the solar wind based on the 3-D observations of c
nal holes and streamers together with observat
of the magnetic field at the surface of the Sun.In
situ data obtained at STEREO spacecraft will be u
to correct the heliospheric maps.

Current maps of the heliospheric magnetic fields 
based on Carrington Rotation maps built up fro
line-of-sight magnetograms taken from ground-ba
observatories. The fidelity of the resulting models
suspect because the determining characteristics
partly global in nature. Consequently, some part
the input data for the models are more than 3 we
out of date. We know from Yohkoh and SOHO o
servations that even the quiet Sun during solar m
mum changes on timescales measured in hours
days rather than weeks.

Maps derived from STEREO data will allow tests
a new generation of advanced models of interpl
etary propagation of solar disturbances. The in
requirements are relatively straightforward but a
9
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impossible to obtain with present capabilities. Th
crucial elements are the time and location of launc
the initial direction, the speed, the spatial extent, th
magnetic configuration, and the mass.

Some tentative tests of CME propagation models a
being undertaken with existing data, but the efficac
of such tests is severely constrained. For examp
coronagraphs are sensitive only to the portion of th
disturbance lying close to the plane of the sky an
the relation of that special slice to the entire CME 
generally ill defined.

Current models show that CME interaction with th
heliosphere is likely to be very complex and to pro
duce confusing results. An illustration is presente
in Figure 6, which shows two slices through a 3-D
hydrodynamic simulation of a CME interacting with
a tilted-dipole background flow. Although the reso
lution of this exploratory calculation is crude and
the model structures highly idealized, it suffices t
show how an initially compact, spheroidal CME
(characterized as a modest velocity and pressu

Figure 6. Simulation of a model CME pulse
interacting with a tilted-dipole ambient solar wind
flow structure. The panels represent slices through the
solution in the ecliptic plane (left) and the central
meridian plane (right) 10 days after CME launch from
the Sun. The computational domain runs in
heliocentric distance from 0.14 to 5.0 AU, with white
semicircular gridlines every AU. The model CME was
injected into the solar wind at the equator, at the base
of the streamer belt. Note how the CME is compressed
at the interface between the slow streamer belt flow
and fast high-latitude flow above the equator, whereas
the CME is drawn out and accelerated by the
rarefaction flow ahead of it below the equator.
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pulse injected at the base of the slow flow along
model coronal streamer belt) is subsequently 
torted by variations in the flow structures it encou
ters. Such models predict certain patterns in 
interplanetary evolution of CMEs that are direc
related to the surrounding background flow structu
STEREO observations will allow us to make a re
istic assessment of the models.

Tracking Disturbances from the Sun to Earth

Interplanetary disturbances will be detected remo
not only by heliosphere imagers but also by ra
telescopes. Only two types of radio emission 
generated far from the Sun in interplanetary spa
These are (1) the quite common flare-associated 
III bursts, and (2) the much rarer type II bursts as
ciated with CME-driven shocks. Type III events a
caused by energetic electrons traveling at speed
0.2 to 0.4 times the speed of light, so they move fr
the vicinity of the Sun to 1 AU in 20 to 30 minute
For the type II events, typical speeds are 300–1
km/s, so the travel time from the Sun to 1 AU
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several days. For both types of emission, the distu
bance (that is, the energetic electrons or the sho
generates radio emissions at the local electron plas
frequency or its second harmonic as it moves alon

With one spacecraft, parameters such as the el
tron density at the emission sites and the path of t
disturbance through interplanetary space can be 
ferred but they are model dependent because it
not possible to determine exactly where along th
measured line of sight the radio source lies. What
usually done in this case is to rely on a global mod
of interplanetary electron density, taking the poin
where the line of sight intersects the appropriate de
sity (thus, plasma frequency) to be the emission poi
An example of this type of source location determ
nation can be seen in the top part of Figure 7.

As illustrated by Figure 7, reliance on a single spac
craft does not solve one of the outstanding and fu
damental problems involved with predicting the
terrestrial impact of CMEs, namely, determinatio
of the propagation speed of the correspondin
d

Figure 7. Radio tracking of a CME shock from the Sun to beyond Earth. The Wind/WAVES instrument was
able to measure the azimuth and elevation of the type II emission associated with the spectacular January
1997 CME, but the actual location of the source could be found only by intersecting the lines of sight with the
assumed position of the shock front. Since the speed of the shock front was not known until the shock passe
by Earth, the sketches at the top could only be constructed after the fact.
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disturbance through interplanetary space. For
ample, in the low corona, where CMEs are obse
in visible light, their speeds and accelerations 
be measured. However, these measured speed
generally quite different from the speeds of pro
gation through the interplanetary medium and c
therefore, lead to predictions of the arrival time
the coronal disturbance at Earth that can be in e
by a day or more. Similarly, single spacecraft ra
measurements like those of Figure 7 of the sh
front can lead to large errors because the elec
density in the solar wind can vary over a wide ran
Radio telescopes on the two STEREO spacecraf
make reliance on models unnecessary becaus
radio source location is simply the intersection
the two measured lines of sight.

The radio direction-finding capabilities, together w
the wide separation between the STEREO space
will permit the type II radio source, at a giv
frequency, to be located by triangulation. A sin
triangulated source position is sufficient to estab
the density scale and, therefore, determine the C
shock speed through the interplanetary medi
Once the shock speed and density scale are obta
we can readily predict, to within about 2 hours, w
Earth will encounter the disturbance. By triangulat-
ing the type II radio source at many times and 
quencies, the CME shock can be precisely trac
through interplanetary space and the predicted
rival time at Earth can be refined.

With the stereoscopic observations, trajectorie
kilometric type III radio bursts will be construct
and studied in a systematic way for the first tim
The type III radio burst trajectory can be construc
from measurements made at a number of diffe
frequencies. Stereoscopic observations will al
interplanetary densities along the radio burst tra
tory and electron exciter speeds to be remotely m
sured and the average interplanetary magnetic 
topology to be mapped. STEREO observations 
also allow intrinsic properties of the radio sou
region, such as the brightness temperature, the s
size, and the source effective beam width, to be
rived and studied in an unambiguous manner.
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Particle Acceleration by CMEs

Solar energetic particle studies with STEREO ha
two main objectives:

• To understand how and where CMEs accelera
charged particles

• To develop tools for greatly improved forecast
of large solar energetic particle (SEP) events an
or to warn of their onset

More than 95% of the largest solar energetic pa
ticle events are associated with CMEs, but only abo
one-third of CMEs produce shocks, and not a
shocks result in large events. In the largest SE
events, the particle fluxes spread out over 180° in
longitude. Since the particle flux at a given spac
craft depends on how well it is connected to th
shock, the objectives above are best addressed
observations of particles and fields at sever
heliospheric longitudes, as emphasized in the rec
NASA report “Foundations of Solar Particle Even
Risk Management Strategies.”

SEP events can be classified into two different typ
(see Figure 8): impulsive events, which have minor
increases in particle flux, are rich in He3, heavy ions,
and electrons, and last from minutes to hours; a
gradual events, which are major proton flux increase
on timescales of hours to days. Impulsive events a
associated with solar flares, and gradual events 
associated with fast CMEs that drive. In both type
of events the propagation and properties of th
charged particles depend crucially on the structu
of the coronal and interplanetary magnetic fields a
plasmas, so particle flux measurements will allow
new kind of remote sensing of the acceleration a
propagation regions, especially when the measu
ments are combined with stereoscopic images of t
corona and heliosphere.

Compression, plasma turbulence, and shock acc
eration of particles are expected to be strongest n
the western face of fast CMEs, and the duration 
the particle events should depend on the time th
the shock and CME affect the field lines that con
nect the observer with the Sun. Thus, the partic
experiments on the two STEREO spacecraft w
1



s
be
Figure 8. Impulsive and gradual solar energetic particle events. Particles accelerated in impulsive solar flare
are generally detected only by observers that are well connected to the flare site. These events tend to 
relatively small. They are rich in He3, heavy elements, and electrons. In gradual events, the particles are
accelerated by a CME-associated shock and are observed over a wide range of longitudes.
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provide stereoscopic observations of the large-s
structure of CMEs, their effects on the ambient
terplanetary medium, and their evolution in interpl
etary space. The effects of shocks and CMEs ca
sensed from CME onset up to and beyond the 
when the CMEs or shocks pass over the space
Model calculations can then determine the large-s
structure and the position of the CME’s center in
heliosphere. To test the models, it is important to
able to sense the different regions around CMEs
shocks on a large scale. This probing can be co
ued throughout the STEREO mission.

The particle detectors aboard the STEREO sp
craft trailing Earth will probe the corona and its d
namics near disk center (as seen from Earth). 
is where the most geoeffective CMEs start. Figu
shows an example of how particle measuremen
different energies provide information from the o
set of the CME at the Sun up to its arrival at Ea
Early in the event, the particle intensity peaks at M
energies, followed by increases at keV energie
to and beyond the time the shock passes the obs
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The MeV electrons and protons provide informati
on the dynamics of the corona and CME close to
Sun, and the keV particle measurements can be 
to track the shock and CME on the way to Earth
addition to helping profile CME-associated particle
the trailing spacecraft will detect steady interpla
etary particle streams, such as those in co-rota
interaction regions, before they pass Earth.

Magnetic Clouds

Many CMEs are associated with erupting prom
nences (called filaments when seen against the b
solar disk). They often appear to be twisted stran
like ropes (see Figure 10). Interplanetary magn
clouds are also flux ropes, as determined from 
ting their in situ fields to flux rope models. Many, i
not all, CMEs are associated with magnetic clou
This may be a vital clue to their possible origins
helicity charged features in the corona.

Magnetic fields in astrophysical settings are usua
filamentary and tend to concentrate as “magnetic 



CME on 7 April 1997. EIT observations
13

Figure 9. Collected SOHO/EIT/LASCO/COSTEP EUV, white-light, electron, and proton observations for the 
show the extent of the wave in the corona. The shock/CME passed the Earth on 10/11 April.
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ropes.” It is expected that magnetic helicity is con-
served in such flux ropes once they leave the Sun.
Magnetic helicity, Hm, is defined as

H dVm

v

= ⌠
⌡

⋅A B ,
(1)

where A is the magnetic vector potential and B is the
magnetic field vector. With suitable specification of
gauge and boundary conditions, Hm can be specified
in practical terms. For example, the magnetic helicity
of a twisted flux rope is TΦ2, where T is the total
twist in radians and Φ is the magnetic flux in the
rope. The STEREO chromospheric and low corona
imagers should have enough spatial resolving power
to allow determination of T in eruptive prominences,

such as the one shown in Figure 10. Magnetogra
will allow reasonable estimates of the flux. The im
agers should also be able to test models that attrib
CME onset to a helical kink instability.

Helicity-conserving flux-rope models have been co
structed under the assumption that twisted filame
and their surrounding loops become the magne
clouds seen in interplanetary space. The models
the average thermodynamic and magnetic proper
of magnetic clouds. If the helicity of eruptive
prominences can be determined with STERE
observations, one should be able to predict the m
netic field structure and strength of magnetic clou
at 1 AU. This would represent a major advance
estimating the geomagnetic effects of the most pot
CMEs.

Figure 10. The Sun in He 304 Å emission as recorded on 26 August 1997 by the
EIT telescope on SOHO. The prominence on the northwest limb demonstrates
the twisted structure characteristic of eruptive events.
14
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Escape of Magnetic Flux and the Solar
Dynamo

Two mechanisms can facilitate net flux escape fr
the Sun: helicity charging to push open the fie
with reconnection to close them off. Measureme
of the solar wind magnetic fields at 1 AU appear
show that 1024 Mx of azimuthal flux is ejected b
the Sun in each solar cycle. This rate is the sam
the expected rate of toroidal flux generation by 
solar dynamo. This measured flux ejection rate
also consistent with estimates of flux escaping
CMEs and prominence eruptions and with the 
parent rate of flux emergence at the solar surfac
measured by ground-based magnetograph
appears that escaping toroids (idealized in Figur
as resulting from the net effect of many CMEs w
helical fields) remove at least 20%, and possi
100%, of the emerging flux in each cycle. Flux es-
cape can be checked with STEREO data, and it 
prove to be the key to understanding the cy
behavior of the Sun.

Coronal Magnetic Fields

“Moreton waves,” once also known as flare bl
waves, were discovered by Gale Moreton, an obse
at the Lockheed Solar Observatory in the 1960s. T
waves propagate horizontally across the disk of
Sun at velocities up to 1000 km/s. They are fast-m
magnetosonic waves associated with large fla
Moreton waves are visible in the wings of the Ha line,
and until the SOHO mission, they were known o

Figure 11. The escape of CME-associated helical field
from the Sun, idealized as northern and southern
toroids. The net effect of the ejection of many CMEs
with helical fields may be the removal of most of the
dynamo-generated flux each solar cycle. The direction
(arrows) of all the fields in the figure reverses at about
the time of solar cycle maximum.
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by their effect on the chromosphere and by their c
relation with type II radio bursts.

As Figure 12 shows, there are distinctive waves
coronal emission line images from the EIT instru
ment on SOHO. They sweep across almost the 
tire corona, and it is probably true but yet to be e
tablished beyond doubt, that the chromosphe
manifestation, the Moreton wave, is just the skirt 
the wave front (Figure 13). The waves in the EIT
images (“EIT waves”) have been seen througho
the low corona. Considering that the cadence of E
images is only four per hour (at most) and that mo
of the SOHO mission to date has taken place n
solar minimum, it is surprising that so many Moreto
waves have been detected. The EIT observatio
make it clear that two coronal emission-line imagers
operating at higher cadence than is possible wi
SOHO would be able to specify the wave fronts
three dimensions.

The motion and distortions of the wave fronts refle
the conditions for wave propagation in the coron
According to Uchida’s theory of Moreton waves
propagation of the slow mode and the Alfvén mo
wave packets is confined to local magnetic field line
but the propagation of the fast mode wave pack
can reveal the distribution of the field strength. Th
field strength distribution in the corona can b
inferred by entering a field distribution and compu
ing the paths of the wave packets, then adjusting 
field distribution until there is agreement with th
observed wave fronts. Thus, STEREO observatio
of the wave fronts can achieve a dramatic advan
in measuring the coronal magnetic field. This “seis-
mology of the corona” may finally achieve what ha
been impossible with older approaches: a comple
specification of coronal magnetic field strength.

Coronal Loop Heating
At a temperature of several million degrees, the so
corona is 3 orders of magnitude hotter than the u
derlying photosphere. The reason for these extre
conditions has challenged solar physicists for deca
and remains one of the great unsolved problems
space science. What is the physical mechanism
sponsible for heating the corona? A number of inte
esting ideas have been proposed, including 
dissipation of electric currents in stressed magne

s

5



of
Figure 12. An EIT image of Fe XII 195 Å emission in the corona on 24 September 1997 showing the loops 
a major flare and the EIT wave. Both the wave and the flare were associated with a CME.
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fields and the dissipation of magnetohydrodyna
waves generated in the photosphere, but none of
has been demonstrated to be correct.

The solar corona is a highly structured mediu
Coronal loops, which trace closed magnetic f
lines, are the primary structural elements. Altho
magnetic fields fill the entire coronal volume, on
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those flux tubes that are filled with strongly hea
plasma appear as bright loops. The existence o
tinct loops is, therefore, a direct indication of spa
inhomogeneities in the rate of coronal heati
Clearly, if we are going to understand coronal h
ing, we must understand the nature and origi
coronal loops. Why do they exist, what are their p
erties, and how do they evolve?
6
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Figure 13. Wave fronts at various times after a CME event on 25 May 1997. Distortions of the wave fro
reflect variations in fast-mode wave velocity along ray paths from the site of the eruption. Stereoscop
observations of such wave fronts can be used to derive the distribution of magnetic field strength in the coron
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Loop Cross Sections

One of the basic properties of coronal loops is th
cross section. The shape of the cross section is
termined by the spatial distribution of the ener
release and, to a lesser extent, by the transpo
this energy within the loop. It thus provides valua
information about the spatial dependence of 
heating process. If energy is released within t
17
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layers, as might be expected for magne
reconnection, for example, loops should be ribbo
like structures with highly noncircular cross section
If energy is instead released axisymmetrically, loo
should be more like the tubular structures that 
commonly assumed. It is impossible to know whi
of these possibilities is correct in single-view obs
vations, where loops are seen as projections onto
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flat plane of the sky. Their depth is completely 
known. Only STEREO can provide the necess
information to determine the all-important 3-D stru
ture of coronal loops.

Scaling Laws

Scaling laws are very useful for studying the hea
and equilibrium properties of coronal loops. Th
laws describe relationships among loop-avera
quantities. One well-known scaling law relates 
product of the average temperature and pressur
loop to the loop’s length. Another relates the ave
pressure and length to the average heating rate
comparing theoretically and observationally deri
scaling laws, it is possible to determine if the hea
is steady and how it differs among loops of differ
sizes. This information provides vital clues about
nature of the physical mechanisms involved. Cur
progress is hampered, however, by an inability to m
accurate measurements of the fundamental loop
rameters. Lengths can only be approximated bec
there is little information about the extent of the str
tures along the line of sight. Densities and press
are also highly uncertain, since they are derived f
emission measures with an assumption about the
of-sight thickness of the emitting plasma. The si
tion will improve dramatically with the two-view
observations from STEREO.

Axial Gradients

Many coronal loops observed in soft X-rays 
Yohkoh appear to have far more variation along t
axes than is predicted by theory. If this observa
is correct, it has major implications for both the he
ing and transport of energy within the loops. I
difficult to know, however, whether the variatio
are real or merely a consequence of misunders
projection effects. A bright loop section could be
indication of locally enhanced densities and temp
tures or it could be a result of the loop geometr
bend that increases the line-of-sight thickne
STEREO will resolve this ambiguity.

Loop–Loop Interactions

Both Yohkoh and ground-based coronagraphs 
observed what have come to be known as “loop–
interactions.” These are transient events in wh
nearby loops concurrently brighten, with the grea
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enhancement occurring at the presumed poin
contact. It has been suggested that magnetic re
nection at the current sheet interface between 
loops is responsible for the energy release, so th
events may provide an excellent opportunity to stu
the details of the reconnection process. At this po
however, we cannot be certain that the loops 
actually in contact, much less sort out the details
the overlapping structures. STEREO observation
will provide a definitive resolution of the loop–loo
interaction issue.

Solar Wind Origins

Two of the most important current questions in so
and heliospheric physics are how the solar coron
heated to temperatures in excess of a million deg
and how the solar wind is accelerated to speeds
range from approximately 300 to 800 km/s. The
are at least three different types of solar wind: f
wind from coronal holes, slow wind from coron
streamers, and transient wind of any speed fr
CMEs. The slow wind from coronal streamers m
also be essentially transient in nature. Solar w
might also originate on open field lines in other r
gions, such as the quiet, background corona. Ho
the wind accelerated? We cannot be sure we un
stand the processes responsible for solar wind
celeration until the theoretical models match con
tions both in the solar corona and in the solar w
near 1 AU for each type of wind.

To determine the conditions at the source region
the solar wind, we rely on white-light images a
spectral information in the UV, extreme ultraviol
(EUV), and X-rays. These emissions contain inf
mation about the densities, temperatures, wave 
tions, and bulk flows of several ion species as w
as the electron density. Because the plasma is tie
the magnetic field lines, imaging also provides 
formation on the geometry of the magnetic fie
Current models try to incorporate some of this 
formation, but the problem is that the images a
spectra are all obtained by integration of the em
sion of the optically thin plasma along the line 
sight. This leads to fundamental ambiguities ab
the actual 3-D structure. What is needed to make s
lar wind acceleration models more realistic is 
model of the 3-D structure of the streamlines bas
on observations, rather than on assumptions.
8
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The STEREO mission will play an important role
improving our understanding of the acceleration
the solar wind and in testing models deriving fro
that understanding. Stereo images of the corona
help remove the ambiguities arising from obser
tions along a single line of sight. When the an
between the two STEREO spacecraft approac
90°, it will be possible to obtain both white-ligh
coronal data and interplanetary data on the sa
streamline; currently, the in situ measurements mus
be combined with plane-of-sky observations obtain
at a 90° separation in longitude, so that the corre
tion between white-light coronal observations a
solar wind measurements can be done only on a
tistical basis.

Solar-B Collaboration

The approved Japanese Solar-B mission (Table
due for launch in 2004, will overlap with STERE
and can provide sophisticated Earth-perspective c
text observations. The STEREO and Solar-B d
sets will be highly complementary since Solar
emphasizes high-resolution observations of 
photosphere, transition region, and low corona, w
STEREO provides an extended view of the coro
and heliosphere. The Solar-B data will include v
tor magnetograms at 0.1-arcsec pixel size as we
sensitive EUV spectroheliography and whole-S
X-ray imaging. The Solar-B vector magnetogra
will provide the best possible sensitivity for stud
ing the underlying magnetic fields and their evo
tion before, during, and after a CME-launchin
instability, and it will be operating when STERE
spacecraft are optimally positioned for recordi
those same CMEs.

Table 1. Solar-B key parameters.

Launch date 2004
Orbit Sun-synchronous Earth orbit
Instruments White-light telescope (0.2-arcse

resolution)
– filter photometry
– spectroscopy (vector B)

UV stigmatic slit spectrograph
X-ray imager
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Similarly, STEREO will add a great deal to Solar-
science by helping to define the 3-D structure of a
particular target of observation. Solar-B’s scienc
theme is a “systems approach” to the physic
coupling of the photosphere and corona. To achie
this goal in a completely satisfactory manner requir
additional knowledge, because the corona is mos
optically thin and one cannot accurately infer the tr
geometry from a single set of observations.

Collateral Research

The STEREO platforms offer opportunities for man
unique kinds of observation in areas not direct
related to the solar activity that affects Earth. We re
ommend that such observations should be acco
modated to the extent that resources perm
providing that this does not compromise the prima
mission objectives.

Helioseismology

Helioseismology has captured scientific and pub
attention because it actually provides views, graph
as well as quantitative, of the structure inside the S
Moreover, these views challenge some of our pres
concepts of the physics of the Sun and of the broa
universe (e.g., the abundances of the elements). 
current methods of observation in helioseismolog
led by SOHO in space and GONG on the groun
have certain limitations. These include access to th
lowest-frequency p-modes of low degree, which gi
the best information about the deepest interior, wh
we hope to resolve the puzzling solar neutrino pro
lem. At low frequencies one finds high values of Q
in the p-modes, with obvious benefits for mode ide
tification and application to learning about sola
structure.

Thus far, the existing helioseismic observations ha
not discovered g-modes, which propagate only in 
radiative core of the Sun and, thus, would be the b
guide to its structure. The present tools may not s
fice to show the g-modes, and STEREO might off
the key help needed.

The low-degree p-modes, and possibly the g-mod
as well, can be detected with simple photomet
From a single geometrical perspective, the differe
9
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modes of oscillation present foreshortened proj
tions, which lead to crosstalk between mod
Stereoscopic observation can reduce both 
crosstalk and noise in the measurement. A pair of
well-separated instruments would allow removal
the incoherent convective motions (which repres
noise) and isolation of the almost strict coherence
the seismic effects. Instruments on SOHO (MDI
VIRGO, and GOLF) provide some heritage f
helioseismic observations from deep space. In 
STEREO mission, these measurements would p
ably be done photometrically with irradiance instr
ments. If a more complex helioseismology inst
ment could be accommodated, velocity measu
ments could be made. These are superior to irradi
measurements for low-degree, low-frequency mod

Solar Irradiance

The solar irradiance variability discovered in t
1980s provides a substantial challenge for solar p
ics. What are the mechanisms that produce such g
output fluctuations in what was once called “the so
constant?” We had long known about the variabi
of spectral emissions such as the 10-cm or s
X-ray fluxes, but these relate to the corona, no
the photosphere of the star itself, and repres
relatively minor energy fluctuations.

Several known mechanisms exist to explain diff
ent components of the observed variability of to
solar irradiance but there remains a substantial
explained variance, which may include secular te
linking one solar cycle with the next. One method
disentangling these different components of varia
ity is to construct models that relate independ
observations (for example, sunspot area) to the 
diance variations. The lack of data from above
around the solar limbs reduces the accuracy of th
models and, thus, limits the study of the mechanis
of solar variability. Broad-band irradiance measu
ments can be carried out with minimal resource 
mands, and such measurements can also be use
seismic observations if specialized instruments 
not available.

Stereoscopic observations represent an impor
next step in solar irradiance measurements. Ins
ments from SOHO and other deep-space miss
provide some technical heritage. Total irradiance
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measurements (and broad-band spectral measu
ments) require only minor resources and could eas
be accommodated on a STEREO platform.

X-ray and Gamma-ray Bursts

Hard X-rays, γ-rays, and radio bursts may help to cha
acterize coronal structure and may represent energ
cally important components of major eruptive even
Solar flares and probably also developments at CM
onsets accelerate high-energy particles. CMEs c
tinue to accelerate particles as they propagate thro
the corona and the heliosphere. Thus, observation
the byproducts of these high-energy particles rep
sent an important channel of information about t
overall process involved.

Solar nonthermal radiation, including hard X-ray
and γ-rays (>10 keV) may have anisotropic emissio
because they are nonthermal in origin. This pro
erty of the radiation provides a relatively simp
remote-sensing tool that can help study particle d
tribution functions near the acceleration site. T
directivity of hard X-rays from bremsstrahlung i
closely related to the polarization, which is a ve
difficult measurement that has never been successf
carried off. Effectively, then, the only way to observe
the directivity of the hard X-ray bremsstrahlung 
by stereoscopic viewing.

Precise timing of γ-ray fluxes also provides some o
the best position information for the enigmat
(nonsolar) γ-ray bursters, and this position informa
tion improves with the baseline separation for tria
gulation. Other techniques have recently beco
available for burster source localization, however, a
it is not clear that this is a high-priority item an
longer. There is considerable technical heritage 
small high-energy instruments in deep space, star
with the Vela program and currently on Ulysses. A
effective hard X-ray and γ-ray spectrophotometer for
a STEREO platform would require modest resourc

Faint Objects

Unique studies of faint sources in the sky other th
heliospheric plasmas can be undertaken with 
STEREO coronagraphs and heliosphere imager:

• Zodiacal light. The imagers can help determin
the dust distribution in the inner heliosphere.
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• Asteroids. It is estimated that a heliosphe
imager will discover between 10 and 100 astero
per year with radii greater than 12 m.

• Comets. Images of comets and of the distributi
of dust down to the level of the zodiacal clo
brightness will provide fundamental informatio
about the dust replenishment of the zodiacal clo

• Stars. Stellar light curves with ~0.1% photo
metric precision and 1-day time resolution c
be obtained for the 103 brightest stars.

3. Making the Best Use of STEREO
Images

Determining the 3-D Structure and
Dynamics of the Corona

The coronal plasma radiates strongly in X-rays 
EUV. These emissions are sensitive to both pla
density and temperature, making them a powe
diagnostic of the coronal plasma. Moreover, beca
the plasma follows the magnetic field lines in t
low corona, imaging in X-rays and EUV direct
shows the structure of the magnetic field lines w
hot plasma. Thus, stereoscopic observations of
corona in X-rays and EUV can be used to determ
the 3-D structure and dynamics of the coronal plas
and magnetic fields.

Resolving Line-of-Sight Ambiguities with
Stereo Observations

Coronal loops are not in general isolated. Other st
tures often lie along the line of sight, either in fro
of or behind the structure of interest, causing a “ba
ground” problem. Many Yohkoh images show loo
apparently interacting with adjacent loops. Witho
a stereo view, however, it is not possible to reso
the ambiguity of whether the brightenings of t
loops are a result of summing intensities along 
line of sight or if the loops physically interact. 
some eruptive event scenarios, the energy relea
triggered by the interaction of neighboring flux sy
tems, but a close neighbor in a 2-D view may
quite distant when the third dimension is conside
Stereoscopic observations of the X-ray/EUV coro
can resolve ambiguities in the interpretation 
changes in the coronal structure.
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The effective depth resolution depends on the se
ration between STEREO #1 and STEREO #2 a
the 2-D resolution of the imager. In the first year o
the mission, the separation will dwell at 50°, so if
the imager has 2000-km resolution in the plane 
the sky, it will have 2600-km depth resolution.

Use of Triangulation to Determine the 3-D
Coordinates of Coronal Features

It has not been generally appreciated that quant
tive information on the 3-D magnetic fields can b
found by using triangulation on coronal loops an
other features. Using classic surveying techniqu
the coordinates in three dimensions of a coronal fe
ture can be determined from only two views as lon
as (a) one knows the stereo separation angle 
spacecraft distances and directions to the Sun a
(b) one can recognize the feature in both imag
Condition (b) can be a serious limitation in studie
of diffuse features or features in crowded fields, in
large active region, for example. Over the course
a year of observations, however, the Sun will prese
many opportunities to study a wide range of coron
features under near-ideal conditions.

The triangulation technique for a simple case 
shown schematically in Figure 14, where it is a
sumed that both views are from the equatorial pla
of the Sun. In this figure, the coordinates in the pla
of the sky of the two views with stereo angle α are
related by the simple rotational transform

T( )
cos sin

–sin cos .a
a a
a a=











0
0

0 0 0
 (2)

The triangulation calculation from a pair of point
in the stereo images can be done by determining 
coordinate transformation between the telescopes 
solar coordinate systems so that the rays from 
points in the images can be traced back to the Sun
there were no errors, the two points on the same f
ture in two images would map to a single point 
solar coordinates. However, errors are introduced
the manual tiepointing (joint feature identification
itself. Therefore, what is actually computed is the po
of closest approach (in solar coordinates) of the tw
rays traced back toward the Sun from the points 
1
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the image pair. The location of the feature is then ta
to be midway between the rays at closest approa

The triangulation technique was tested on simula
STEREO observations of well-defined loops. A ste-
reo image pair was created by viewing the loops f
two angles separated by 15° (see Figure 15). Also
shown in Figure 15 are the (x,y,z) location of points
(crosses) determined by triangulation from the ste
pair plotted over the input test loops (solid curve
The agreement between the input loops and th
ferred loops is excellent. When the same feature
be located in a time sequence of stereo pairs, on
also determine the 3-D velocity of the feature and
this way, obtain information on loop expansion ra

Automatic Feature Tracking

We recommend that studies be undertaken of s
analysis techniques used in other fields, such as E

x=y’-ycosα
sinα

α

x

z

y

x’

y’

x=x’cosα+y’sinα

y=y’cosα-x’sinα

z=z’

Coordinates of two views related by simple
rotational transform

Given y,y’ , Solve for x,x’

Coronal loop viewed from two angles separated by  α

Figure 14. Determination of 3-D loop geometry from
two views via triangulation. Since both views of the
loop are from the solar equatorial plane, the
coordinates are related by a simple rotational
transform that can be inverted to give the 3-D solar
coordinates of the loop as shown.
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Figure 15. Test of determination of 3-D loop
geometry: known loops. The test stereo image pair was
created by viewing the known loops from two angles
separated by 15°. The (x,y,z) location of points (crosses)
determined by triangulation from the stereo pair are
plotted over the known test loops (solid curves). The
agreement is excellent.

and planetary surface imaging. Several fields have
long had the benefit of stereo data, and some of th
developed analysis techniques can probably be c
ried over to space physics. One example is automa
feature tracking in which patterns within many sec
tions, or “patches,” in one of the images are search
for and identified automatically in the other image
In contrast to the manual method described abov
the relative offsets of matching points are compute
with cross correlations, usually to subpixel accurac
Then, using ray intersection techniques, a sophis
cated algorithm determines the coordinates for co
jugate points in the two images in three dimension
While this is a standard technique in producing dig
tal terrain models, much development remains b
fore we will understand its full potential and limita-
tions in interpreting the optically thin features of th
corona.

Use of Magnetic Field Models in Conjunction
with X-ray and EUV Observations

The use of magnetic field models with magnetogram
supplying the photospheric boundary conditions wi
greatly enhance the information obtained from
STEREO X-ray and EUV observations. Simulta
neous stereo observations will allow a much bett
identification between features in the magnetic mod
and features in the observations. Loops and oth
features that have been determined by triangulati
can also be compared to features in the 3-D ma
netic field model. If a correspondence between th
2
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model and observed features can be made, the 
netic field model can be tested.

Once a magnetic field model has been validated, 
lines from the model form a skeleton to which em
ting plasma can be attached to create a 3-D mod
the corona. For whatever plasma model is cho
the integrated line-of-sight emission calculated fr
the 3-D coronal model (field plus plasma) must ag
with the X-ray and EUV observations from bo
viewpoints. Figure 16 shows results from such 
D corona model using an iterative technique to
termine the spatial distribution of emissivity. In t
figure, both the original Yohkoh/SXT view of a loo
complex and an image rendered from the 3-D m
are shown. The model is viewed from the same a
as the original SXT image.

The comparison in Figure 16 shows clearly that
magnetic models need to be improved and that ve
magnetic field measurements will probably 
needed to achieve convincing representations o
servations. These enhancements will be avail
from Solar-B and the National Solar Observat
SOLIS magnetographs.
.
he
Figure 16. Yohkoh/SXT image and rendered image from 3-D magnetic-field-based model of an active region
The model assumes a potential magnetic field in the region. The 3-D model was rendered into the image on t
right by computing the integrated line-of-sight emissivity.
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From a time series of STEREO images and ma
netic models, a complete 4-D (three spatial dime
sion plus time) model of coronal features can be bu
In this way, the STEREO observations can be use
to determine the magnetic field evolution that ac
companies solar eruptions.

Magnetic-Field-Constrained Tomographic
Reconstruction of the Corona

Tomography can be used to directly determine t
3-D structure of the optically thin corona if one ha
many viewing angles. STEREO will provide image
from only two angles. However, it is possible to mak
a tomographic-like reconstruction of the corona fro
only two views by assuming a magnetic field con
figuration a priori. In this approach, the spatial dis
tribution of coronal emissivity is determined by
constraining the stereo reconstruction with a 3-
magnetic field model. The technique is a modificatio
of the multiplicative algebraic reconstruction tech
nique. In it, the constraint is applied by assumin
that emitting plasma only exists within a loose vo
ume defined by the magnetic field model. Figure 1
illustrates the technique and shows results of a tom
graphic reconstruction both with and without 
3
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magnetic field constraint. The top panel of Figure
shows the original test loops on the left and the m
netic field constraint to be applied on the right (view
from a second angle). The middle panel shows 

Figure 17. Magnetic-field-constrained tomographic
reconstruction. (Top left) Original simulated X-ray
loops. (Top right) The envelope is the magnetic field
constraint applied. The view here is orthogonal to that
on the left. (Middle left and right) Two views of the
tomographic reconstruction of the simulated loops
from a simulated pair of stereo X-ray images (28˚
separation angle) with no magnetic field constraint;
the white arrow head points to the more badly smeared
loop. (Bottom left and right) Reconstruction from the
same image pair but with the added constraint that
the loops are within the loose magnetic envelope show
in the top right frame. The magnetic-field-constrained
tomographic reconstruction has reproduced the
original loops with little smearing (considerably less
than the range of the envelope), illustrating the
importance of using a priori knowledge of the magnetic
field.
4
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ed
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Figure 18. Simulated stereo pair of soft X-ray images
of the corona. The Yohkoh/SXT image on the left was
taken on 27 April 1992 at 23:16 and the other about 6
hours earlier. Some features can be seen in both images
while others are unrecognizable due to temporal
changes. These images may be viewed as a stereo pai
by relaxing your eye focus or using a stereo viewer.

views of the result from a tomographic reconstruc
tion of the test loops obtained without applying the
magnetic field constraint. The bottom panel shows th
result from the tomographic reconstruction with the
magnetic field constraint applied. The magnetic-field-
constrained tomographic reconstruction has repro
duced the original loops with very little smearing com
pared to the unconstrained reconstruction.

Visual Evaluation of Stereo Images

Human beings are equipped with an exquisite com
puter that quickly evaluates stereo image pairs an
develops an intense image in three dimensions. Ju
viewing stereo image pairs and time sequences 
stereo pairs will provide valuable insights on the
structure and dynamics of the phenomena we se
to understand. Examination of image pairs with ste
reo viewers may be enough to eliminate some mo
els. For example, models of CME initiation involv-
ing buoyancy require that there be a cavity, but th
absence of a cavity in a single image may be due 
a line-of-sight effect. However, if stereo observation
show some CME initiations with no cavity, buoy-
ancy models can be eliminated.

To gain an impression of what can be gained from
direct examination of stereo images, we have su
stituted sequential images for true angular separ
tion of viewpoints. Figure 18 shows a simulated soft
X-ray stereo image pair created from two Yokhoh
SXT images taken 6 hours apart. Solar rotation shif
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the effective viewpoint 13° per day. The simulate
angular separation in Figure 18 is then 3.3°, so the
viewer has a leverage on 3-D structures on the 
similar to that achieved by examining someth
about 130 cm away.

Attempts to use such rotational synthesis to bui
3-D picture of the active corona are defeated by 
constantly changing active regions. Even larger-scale
and longer-lived structures such as polar stream
and quiet-Sun arcades are impossible to deconv
because of slow evolution in brightness, shape,
size. Only simultaneous images can give an ac
rate impression of coronal structure.

On the back cover of this report is an anaglyph 
image in relief) constructed from two EIT image
To obtain the 3-D effect, the reader should view
with a red filter over the left eye and a blue one o
the right eye. Examination of the back cover ima
brings out the dark veins in the corona, and one g
an especially clear impression of the extent of a c
nal-emission-absorbing prominence that is near
northwest limb. Figure 18 suggests that the p
CME coronal arcade in the upper right quadran
the Sun is extraordinarily high—higher than a
other feature. Whether any physical insight can
gained from such simulated stereo observations
ing solar rotation depends on the features being s
but it is clear that substantial insight can be gaine
from visual examination of the true stereo pairs t
STEREO telescopes will produce.

4. Space Weather
Besides the scientific reasons for studying the 
and heliosphere, there is a practical reason. S
activity influences our lives. In our era of heavy sp
utilization, many more solar-terrestrial-related pro
lems occur than are commonly publicized or adm
ted, especially in telecommunications and defe
satellites. Enterprises known to be affected are

Cellular telephone service
Weather satellite operation
Fusion and carbon dating experiments
Global Positioning System (GPS)
Ozone measurement program
Commercial airlines
2
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Commercial TV relays
Communication satellite systems
Satellite reconnaissance and remote-sensing

systems
Geophysical exploration and pipeline operation
Submarine detection
Power distribution
Long-line telephone systems
Manned space program
Interplanetary satellite experiments
VLF navigation systems (OMEGA, loran, etc.)
Over-the-horizon radar
Solar-terrestrial research and applications

satellites
Satellite orbit prediction
Balloon and rocket experiments
Ionospheric rocket experiments
Short-wave radio propagation

NASA should not ignore the needs of space weat
users. Of course, STEREO will greatly accelerat
the development of reliable forecast technique
STEREO data can be helpful almost from the fir
day of the mission. However, if STEREO data are
be used operationally in forecasting space weath
they must be available in real time and the STERE
spacecraft must be monitored continuously. This
outside the scope of a NASA research mission, 
there could be a clear delineation of responsibil
between NOAA and NASA, with NASA being re
sponsible for collecting and transmitting the scien
data and NOAA being responsible for real-tim
tracking and forecasting, much as is done with t
real-time solar wind data from ACE.

Although it would be impractical to transmit full-up
STEREO science data continuously, STEREO co
warn Earth of either coronal or interplanetary con
ditions indicative of impending disturbances. A net-
work of modest antennas could detect the alert a
even trigger real-time tracking of the spacecraft 
the Deep Space Net to gain additional informatio
and possibly lead to continuous monitoring of even
during critical manned space activities, for examp

Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs)

In this era when man is always present in space, 
vital to improve our ability to forecast the energet
5
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proton events that can present a radiation ris
astronauts. In the immediate future, there is a n
for warnings and short-term forecasts that migh
used in scheduling astronaut extravehicular activ

The energetic particle flux at Earth depends c
cally on how Earth is connected to the accelera
site at the shock. The degree of connection 
change quickly as the shock moves outward. Fig
19 shows typical time-intensity profiles for observ
viewing a large CME-driven shock from thre
longitudes. The observer seeing a western eve
well connected early and sees a rapid rise and
cline, while the observer seeing an eastern eve
poorly connected until after the local shock pas
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This represents an example where the well-connec
observer can provide several days’ warning of a p
ticle event that will eventually affect observers to th
west.

In the long term, as NASA considers manne
missions to the Moon and/or Mars, it will be impor
tant to forecast SEP events as much as 2 week
advance. Such forecasts will require new approach
with improved accuracy. The observations to be
carried out on STEREO will provide the first test o
what can be achieved with a future network of spa
weather stations, and they will provide the databas
experience, and insight on which planning for suc
capabilities can be based.
ly
k
e
t
ut
Figure 19. Longitudinal dependence of particles from CME-driven shocks. Typical intensity-time profiles for
protons of three different energies as seen by observers viewing a large CME-driven shock from three different
longitudes. The observer seeing a “western” event (left panel) is well-connected to the nose of the shock ear
on and sees a rapid rise and decline. The observer near central meridian is well-connected until the shoc
passes, and thus sees a flat profile. The observer viewing an “eastern” event is poorly connected until after th
shock passes; it is not until then that he is connected to the nose of the shock. With a network of spacecraft a
such locations it is possible to study the accelerated particle spectra and composition as the shock moves o
into the heliosphere, to measure the plasma and magnetic field properties of the shock in situ, and to develop
the necessary databases, understanding, and tools that can ultimately lead to a predictive capability.
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CMEs and Space Weather Forecasts

Virtually all transient shock wave disturbances
in the solar wind observed near Earth are drive
by CMEs. In addition, the largest SEP events
the so-called gradual events, appear to be a co
sequence of particle acceleration occurring in
the vicinity of strong CME-driven shocks.
Finally, all of the largest (Kp > 7–) nonrecur-
rent geomagnetic storms are caused by CME
driven solar wind disturbances impacting
Earth’s magnetosphere. On the other hand
about two-thirds of all CMEs do not produce
shock disturbances in the ambient wind nea
1 AU, an even larger fraction do not produce
gradual particle events in interplanetary space
and about five out of six CMEs directed Earth-
ward do not produce large geomagnetic storm
(Kp > 7–). Present evidence suggests that CME
speed, in particular speed relative to the ambi
ent wind ahead, is a key factor in a CME’s
ability to produce these phenomena. However
other factors, such as the mass and size of th
CME, the strength and orientation of the mag-
netic field within both the CME and the ambi-
ent wind, the location of the observer (or Earth)
relative to the disturbance center, and the avai
ability of various particle seed populations for
acceleration, enter into the disturbance equa
tion as well. It is not currently known which
attributes of the CME/ambient wind combina-
tion are most influential in producing large shock
wave, energetic particle, and geomagnetic dis
turbances. In addition, we do not yet know how
to translate observations of the ambient wind
and CME characteristics close to the Sun into
accurate predictions of effects at Earth.

The STEREO Beacon

Space Weather Forecast Data

Successful integration of STEREO into the natio
space weather forecast effort hinges on the im
mentation of simple but robust onboard process
schemes to automatically identify events of intere
broadcast an alert, and trigger the transmission 
pre-stored, high-cadence image and ancillary d
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stream necessary to sharpen the warning and m
mize its utility.

A “beacon” mode of operation can be particular
useful in warning of dangerous solar particle acti
ity. For example, a microprocessor could make re
time classifications of gradual or impulsive even
based on the measured particle composition and o
characteristics. The microprocessor would al
determine the maximum particle flux, rate of ris
proton and helium energy spectra, and elemen
composition. If these parameters exceed p
determined threshold levels, an alert could be s
to Earth.

If suitably designed, STEREO will provide a rea
time capability for warning of Earthward-directe
CMEs. For example, if an onboard microprocess
identifies a coronal transient, significant partic
fluxes, or a strong interplanetary shock, an alert co
be sent to Earth at a low bit rate. The immediate a
will need to provide positive identification of CME
launch time and direction. Estimates of speed, ma
and relation to structures in the lower atmosphe
(to provide an idea of the magnetic content of t
CME) would be desirable but perhaps too difficu
to include in a simple algorithm. Most likely, pre
liminary values will have to be derived from the firs
few images sent down, and more accurate ones wo
follow from analysis of the full series of event image

The immediate alert algorithm will presumably b
based on some form of image differencing schem
Detection of change beyond some threshold va
will be required but, in addition, it will be necessar
to judge whether the motion is, in fact, toward Eart
The fastest CMEs travel approximately 5 RSun per
hour, so the underlying image cadence needs to
quick enough to catch these events before they p
entirely out of the field of view.

It is important that the false alarm rate of the imm
diate alerts be kept low lest their utility be compro
mised. This will be no trivial task, since the dete
tion scheme will have to be run in real time an
autonomously. These difficulties are compounded 
the desire to track as far from the Sun as possible
get the best estimate of CME properties and arri
time), out where accurate subtraction of the F-coro
7
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becomes an issue. In addition, although the fas
and most energetic CMEs are generally associ
with the most dramatic geomagnetic disturbanc
some CMEs that start out slow and unimpressive
also be geoeffective. For these reasons, an effective
forecast scheme will have to rely heavily on the
struments that can track CMEs to 1 AU.

STEREO could improve upon predictions of SE
from X-ray observations provided directional infe
ences can be drawn in real time. That is, if STER
in the beacon mode can distinguish the location
the parent X-ray flare, it could at the very least s
out sources too far removed from the Earth–Sun 
to be effective (thereby reducing false alarms), 
it might be able in a statistical sense to narrow 
probabilities of the prediction by virtue of the mo
accurate locations.

The value of the STEREO mission in pioneering a
developing the use of deep space monitors at l
angles to the Sun–Earth line cannot be overem
sized. The work here is truly exploratory, since a
though we now have some idea of what is invo
in gathering observations relevant to space weat
applications, the full scope of what is required c
only be determined by direct experience.

Maximizing the Science Return

In addition to modern data compression strateg
(see Appendix II), the STEREO mission can us
unique new strategy for maximizing the data ret
by taking advantage of the beacon mode and o
multaneous observations from Earth-orbiting a
ground-based solar observatories. The concept 
store much more imaging data on board than ca
downlinked; data from periods of interest are th
selectively downlinked. Using this strategy, ve
high-cadence data on the initiation and explos
phases of CMEs or other eruptive events can
obtained. This data strategy requires that miss
operations include scientists monitoring the data p
vided by other observatories and by the STER
beacon.

To implement this strategy on a STEREO miss
with a downlink of about 1 Gbit per day, the onboa
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data storage capacity would be sized at about 10
20 Gbits. This does not cause a large mass or c
penalty because 10- to 20-Gbit erasable disk m
memory devices weighing about 5 kg are now ava
able. Data would be recorded at a much higher 
dence than 1 Gbit per day. Scientists would det
mine which portions of the data should be dow
linked and which portions should be marked fo
deletion. This information would be uplinked to th
spacecraft during the daily uplink/downlink period
Since the data could remain on the recorder f
several days before being downlinked, this strate
can be implemented within a low-cost 40-hour/wee
mission operations schedule.

5. Mission Overview

STEREO must lead to a depth of understanding
solar activity that is incisive enough to predict sola
eruptions and their effects throughout the helio
sphere. To accomplish this, each STEREO spac
craft must carry a cluster of state-of-the-art telescop
and environmental sensors. Images from STEREO
solar telescopes will be combined with sola
magnetograms and other data from ground-based
Earth-orbiting observatories to document in deta
both the buildup of magnetic energy and CM
liftoffs. Other STEREO telescopes will track CME
and their shocks through interplanetary spac
Onboard sensors will sample particles accelera
by the shocks as well as the disturbed plasmas 
magnetic fields themselves.

We recommend that the STEREO mission cons
of two identically instrumented Sun-pointed spac
craft at 1 AU. The spacecraft should slowly drift awa
from Earth, so that after 2 years, STEREO #1 w
lead Earth by 45° and STEREO #2 will lag by 60°.
Each spacecraft will generate at least 250 imag
per day plus in situ magnetic field and particle data
The solar images should be simultaneous ±1 s. Sci-
ence data should be transmitted once a day, and b
spacecraft should provide real-time alerts (beac
mode). When needed, a quick response by the D
Space Network (DSN) to an alert of especially im
portant or dangerous events could provide details
Earth-bound CMEs.
8
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As described in Appendix I, the two spacecraft 
be launched in 2003 either separately by Tau
rockets or together by a Delta rocket. Solar 
interplanetary instruments on and near Earth 
provide a third vantage point from which to stu
the Sun and heliosphere together with the STER
spacecraft. Solar-B will be launched in 2004. Th
will be improved ground-based telescopes, and
NOAA GOES satellites will carry solar X-ray im
agers. It is possible that the Solar and Heliosph
Observatory (SOHO), WIND, and the Advanc
Composition Explorer (ACE) will be operating sti
although those programs are expected to end
fore 2003. The Yohkoh satellite, with its outstan
ing X-ray telescopes, will reenter the atmosph
in 2002.

We have defined a STEREO mission that will de
mine the origins and propagation of solar activ
that affects Earth. We assumed that only a netw
of ground-based observatories and the Solar Te
trial Probes will be available to provide synergis
data. We particularly considered the possibility t
SOHO could serve as one of the STEREO eye
space. We decided against relying on SOHO bec
if it should fail during the years leading up to laun
or shortly after, reliance on SOHO would result
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the loss of the stereoscopic mission. As our st
made clear, the scientific value of another singl
viewpoint mission is dramatically lower than for
mission with stereoscopic capability.

The mission is divided into four phases, as descr
in Section 6 of this report. Primary science operati
will occupy the first 2 years. The goal for total m
sion lifetime is 5 years. The schedule, with a lau
in 2003, is based on the Solar Terrestrial Probe s
tegic plan developed for the Sun-Earth Connec
Roadmap. The scientific program does not depe
on the phase of the solar cycle because CMEs
the other phenomena to be studied are commo
all phases of the cycle.

To achieve the scientific goals outlined in Sectio
of this report, the STEREO instruments must refl
state-of-the-art technology and achieve quite h
spatial and temporal resolution. The technology
achieve the STEREO goals is available now, 
implementing it within the cost guidelines for So
Terrestrial Probes will be a challenge. We belie
the measurement objectives summarized in Tab
are necessary and sufficient to achieve the scie
goals. A preliminary cost study (Appendix I) carri
out at the Goddard Space Flight Center indicates
t

Table 2.  STEREO measurement objectives.

Feature Size Resolved
Phenomenon (and/or Timestep) Physical Properties

CMEs near Sun 40,000 km = Density, velocity, internal structure, exten
2 3 10–4  AU (6 min)

Flares 2,000 km Position, density, structure
Moreton waves 5,000 km Wave front shape, velocity, underlying

 (1 min) magnetic field
Coronal loops 2,000 km Temperature, density, structure, deflection

by waves
Coronal streamers 40,000 km Distortion by CMEs, extent
Coronal holes 2,000 km Footprint, spreading
SEPs 2 min 3-D distribution function
CMEs near Earth 0.01 AU (images) Magnetic field, density, velocity, shape,

 (plasma) 1 min extent, temperature
Interplanetary shocks 0.02 AU (5 s) Extent, velocity, strength
9
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those cost guidelines.

As detailed in Appendix I, the STEREO mission c
be implemented with a mission cost (phase C/D
the $120M (FY97 dollar) cap for Solar Terrestr
Probes. Costs can be minimized by a deft execu
of phase C/D, which, according to the study, la
only 32 months, and by early selection of an ins
ment team.
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As detailed near the end of Section 2, there are ma
interesting and important investigations, beyon
those baselined, that can be carried out from t
STEREO platforms. The principal restriction on
added investigations is the Solar Terrestrial Prob
cost cap. Hence, instruments provided by non-NASA-
supported institutions may be included to strengthe
the overall science program.
-

.

Sun

Earth
E W

Figure 20. Position of the STEREO spacecraft after
about 1 year. STEREO #1, leading Earth, can see
around the west limb; STEREO #2, lagging Earth,
can see around the east limb.

What is the Optimum Angular
Spacing Between the Two Spacecraft?

There is no single angular spacing that is best
for all instruments and science goals. The coro-
nagraphs effectively detect only the corona
within ±60° of the plane of the sky. This im-
plies that for triangulation on CMEs aimed at
Earth, the spacecraft should be at least 60° apart.
Other CMEs will be detectable by both coro-
nagraphs for spacecraft separations ranging
between 0° and 120°. On the other hand, it is
best to have the high-resolution chromosphere
and low corona imagers separated by only 15°–
60° so that features can be identified in the im-
ages from both spacecraft. Triangulation on
shock fronts with the radio receivers is likely to
be most accurate when the spacecraft are sepa-
rated by ~60°. If ACE or WIND or other near-
Earth spacecraft are not available, then a STE-
REO spacecraft near Earth would be desirable
to monitor the fields and particles input to the
magnetosphere. The Science Definition Team’s
solution is the four-phase plan, which focuses
on different mission objectives at different
times. Thus, we recommend that the two space-
craft be launched into slightly elliptical orbits
at 1 AU, one leading Earth and one lagging (see

Figure 20), so that the angles between the space
craft and the Sun–Earth line increase gradually
with dwells at selected angles (see Appendix
I). STEREO #1, leading Earth, will dwell near
20° between 200 and 400 days into the mis-
sion, and near 45° between 600 and 800 days.
STEREO #2, lagging Earth, will dwell near 30°
and 60°, respectively. After this period, the two
spacecraft will move to larger angles and focus
on support of other Solar Terrestrial Probe missions
0
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6. Phases of the STEREO Mission
The studied STEREO mission will have four d
tinct phases corresponding to different scientific a
practical applications of the data and to the anglα
separating the two spacecraft.

Phase 1: The 3-D Structure of the Corona
(first 400 days, a ≤ 50°)
While the angular separation α is small and the sat
ellites are close to Earth, telemetry is hardly 
stricted, and the STEREO satellite configuration
optimum for making rapid-cadence high-resoluti
3-D images of coronal structures. The coronal 
agers will be able, for the first time, to unambig
ously determine the important physical properties
coronal loops and to determine whether coronal lo
interactions include reconnection. Stereoscopic 
age pairs and sequences will capture the 3-D st
ture of the corona before, during, and after CM
They will also allow us to delineate the subtle swe
ing and the sigmoid features that often foreshad
CME onset. Solar-B will be able to show th
corresponding magnetic developments in the pho
sphere. The period when the STEREO spacecraf
close together will also be used to intercalibrate 
instruments.

Phase 2: The Physics of CMEs (days 400 to
800, 50° ≤ a ≤ 110°)
As the two spacecraft drift farther apart, they beco
ideally placed to triangulate on CMEs to determ
their true dimensions and trajectory. These will 
breakthrough measurements. Further, each space
will be able to image CMEs directed toward the oth
Detectors on each spacecraft will measure the m
netic field and plasma properties of CMEs track
by the other spacecraft, thereby linking the char
teristics of a CME (composition, magnetic field o
entation, density, and velocity at 1 AU) with its laun
and propagation parameters (size, velocity, a
source region characteristics).

Phase 3: Earth-Directed CMEs (days 800 to
1100, 110° ≤ a ≤ 180°)
In Phase 3, the viewing angles become ideal for
serving CMEs aimed at Earth. The coronagrap
heliosphere imagers, and radio receivers will tra
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the development of CMEs and their shocks as th
propagate to Earth, where the Magnetosphe
Multiscale and Global Electrodynamics missions w
measure their geoeffectiveness.

At this phase of the STEREO mission, the spac
craft will have nearly a 360° view of the Sun, allow-
ing the longitudinal extent of CMEs and other activ
ity to be determined. There have been tantalizi
suggestions from Yohkoh soft X-ray images and fro
the SOHO/LASCO experiment that CMEs ca
stretch over more than 180° of longitude. STEREO
will not only test this suggestion but will also pro
vide global maps of the coronal structures that p
ticipate in the activity.

Phase 4: Global Solar Evolution and Space
Weather (after day 1100, a > 180°)
When the separation of each STEREO spacecr
from the Sun–Earth line becomes greater than 9°,
events on the far side of the Sun that launch partic
toward Earth will be visible for the first time. Active
regions can be tracked and studied for their erupt
potential from their emergence, wherever it occu
on the Sun. The results will have a tremendous i
pact on our ability to anticipate changes in solar a
tivity and to predict changes in space weather co
ditions. Such a predictive capability is vital if we ar
to build permanent lunar bases or send astronaut
Mars.

7. Observational Approach
Based on our study of the scientific potential of 
STEREO mission, as described in Section 2, and
the practical limitations, as described in Appendix I
we recommend that the baseline instrument comp
ment for each of the two STEREO spacecraft co
sist of seven instruments as summarized below.

• Chromosphere and low corona imager: an
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and/or X-ray telescop
that images 1 RSun to 1.5 RSun

• Coronagraph: a white-light coronagraph that
images 1.5 RSun to 30 RSun

• Radio burst tracker: a radio receiver that tracks
shocks from the outer corona to beyond Earth

• Heliosphere imager: a visible-light telescope that
images 30 RSun to beyond Earth
1
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• Solar wind analyzer: a plasma analyzer th
samples CME and ambient plasmas at 1 AU

• Magnetometer: a sensor that detects magne
fields inside and outside CMEs

• Solar energetic particle detector: detectors o
prompt and delayed electrons and ions from
to 50 MeV

All the instruments needed for accomplishing 
STEREO objectives can be built with available te
nology. In some cases, instruments essentially id
tical to previously flown instruments will meet t
objectives and mission constraints. In other ca
some customizing will be needed. The instrum
descriptions given below are intended to demons
that there is at least one well-established appr
to each of the baseline instruments. The actual S
REO instruments will be selected through a co
petitive review process, and the instrument descrip
tions here are not intended in any way to restrict
possible approaches, nor do we intend by our lis
preclude consideration of other instruments, suc
a magnetograph (see Appendix III). We believe, how
ever, that the baseline instrument complement 
meet the mission science objectives.

Chromosphere and Low Corona Imager

This telescope should be able to obtain images 
least one coronal and one chromospheric emis
line. The EIT multilayer normal-incidence extrem
ultraviolet telescope on SOHO, for example, provi
the kind of images needed. However, STERE
focus on solar activity will require a much high
cadence of observations than EIT provides. The
ages should show solar prominences and cor
loops and other coronal structures from the bas
the corona to 1.5 RSun.

The capabilities of the chromosphere and low 
rona emission-line imager should include tunabi
so that Doppler shifts can be measured. One app
studied at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Ce
would include two mirrors, multilayer-coated to ha
a peak reflectivity chosen to observe He II 304 Å
301 and 307 Å. Each of the two mirrors would fo
images of the Sun on the same area of the dete
A movable shutter could switch between the 
multilayer passbands. The difference in inten
between the two images would provide a mea
3
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of the Doppler velocity for each pixel. The instru
ment should be able to measure velocities in the ra
of 10 to 3000 km/s. The spatial resolution should
at least 3 arcsec, or 2000 km on the Sun.

Coronagraph

The white-light coronagraph should be capable
observing the current sheet, streamers, CM
streamer blow offs, and the acceleration of inhom
geneities in the solar wind from ~1.5 RSun to ~5 RSun.
A substantially larger field of view, to at least 3
RSun, is important for studying the three-dimension
structure of streamers, the evolution and accele
tion of streamer blow offs, and the acceleration
inhomogeneities in the solar wind.

Coverage of the corona from about 1.5 RSun to 30
RSun will likely require two channels if conventiona
externally occulted designs are used. The dete
format should be 1024 3 1024 or better and the dy
namic range must be better than 104 in order to track
the two orders of magnitude change in the signal 
background while detecting the ~1% contrast of co
nal features against the background.

Certain aspects of the coronagraph design pecu
to the specific objectives of the STEREO missi
must be carefully considered. The usual backgrou
light rejection limitations affecting the determina
tion of the field of view of an externally occulte
white-light coronagraph designed for the inner c
rona is complicated by the orbit eccentricity, the se
ration angle of the two spacecraft, and the spa
resolution function in the inner field of view. While
the orbital eccentricity affects the apparent diame
of the Sun, and hence the occulter inner cutoff R1,
by a relatively small (~10%) amount, its effect o
the background light rejection can be very pr
nounced.

The spacecraft separation significantly affects the 
observed field of view for separation angles abo
about 30°. A feature observed in the plane of the s
and an altitude h by one coronagraph will be co-ob
served by the second coronagraph only if h > R1 sec
a, where a is the spacecraft separation or ster
angle. The science objectives of STEREO indic
R1 ~ 1.5 RSun is desirable. The co-observed h is 1.55
RSun, 1.73 RSun, 2.12 Rsun, and 3.00 RSun for 15°, 30°,
2
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45°, and 60°, respectively. The effects at the ou
field of view cutoff, R2, scale similarly. Using sta
dard design methods, a coronagraph with R1 = 1.5
RSun could be expected to have R2 ~ 5–6 RSun. The
coronagraph spatial resolution function, due to
varying obstruction of the entrance aperture by
external occulter with changing altitude, is asymm
ric and deteriorates rapidly near R1. The SOHO
LASCO/C2 coronagraph with an R1 of about 1.5 RSun
has a nominal spatial resolution of about 8 arcs
6 RSun, but only about 110 arcsec by 2 RSun. The ef-
fects that the low and radially varying resolut
function will have on three-dimensional image
construction in the inner corona must be care
examined.

Radio Burst Tracker

The STEREO spacecraft should carry two iden
radio receivers so that triangulation of solar ev
can become routine rather than fortuitous as
Wind-Ulysses. A simple receiver like that to be flo
on Cassini connected to a triaxial antenna sy
also similar to (but simpler than) that being flo
on Cassini can track solar radio disturbances to w
±1° from 1 to 2 RSun to 1 AU. The correspondin
radio frequency range is ~15 MHz to ~30 kHz
key scientific objective for the radio burst tracke
to triangulate on radio emission from shock-ac
erated particles, 20 MHz to 30 kHz sweep, wi
few seconds’ time resolution. This should effectiv
allow tracking of the location of particle accele
tion sites through interplanetary medium

Heliosphere Imager

The heliosphere imagers should have 100 time
spatial resolution of those on Helios and a cad
of about one image pair per hour. These capab
will be adequate to map the solar wind and CME
heliospheric distances between 30 RSun and 215 RSun.
Resolutions of ~1° in heliospheric latitude and lo
gitude are feasible with current technology, so S
REO should achieve the goal of approxima
1-hour time resolution in CME tracking.

One design that has been studied has an optic
ager to view a hemisphere of sky starting with
few degrees of the solar disk and roughly cent
on the  spacecraft-to-Earth line. Strictly speak
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this is a “half-sky” camera, although it covers nea
all the path traveled by material going from the S
to beyond Earth. A hemispherical imager with
multi-element light baffle, a wide-angle optical sy
tem, and a CCD camera has been designed an
components have been tested. The baffle works 
a coronagraphic external occulter and consists of 
knife-edge walls spaced about 1 cm from one 
other, with each wall top placed in the shadow of
next outer neighbor. The optical system further 
duces background-light contamination, down to b
low the equivalent of one 10th magnitude star p
square degree. This optical system consists of a
oidal mirror enclosing a simple thick lens, whic
maps the sky onto the CCD photometer; it is t
equivalent of a “fish-eye lens,” but without a pro
truding glass element that can intercept stray lig
crossing over the edge of the baffle.

Solar Wind Plasma Analyzer

The solar wind plasma analyzer should measure
distribution functions (to provide density, vector v
locity, temperature, and anisotropy) of ions and el
trons over the energy ranges of 300–8000 eV (
positive ions) and 1–1000 eV (for electrons). T
required time resolution is a few minutes.

One approach to the solar wind plasma analyze
an ion-electron spectrometer comprising two top-h
toroidal electrostatic analyzers that share a comm
collimator and steering lens. This design allows 
multaneous measurement of electrons and ions w
an overall reduction of mass and volume over t
discrete instruments. With no potential placed on 
steering lenses, the analyzer provides up to 360° field
of view in the plane perpendicular to the axis of sy
metry through the entrance aperture. By placing
potential across the steering lens, the field of vi
of the instrument is changed to a cone, the ape
which is located on the analyzer’s axis of symmet
By sweeping the steering lens voltage, elevat
angles through ±40° can be observed during an e
fective field of view of 2.6 p steradians. The eleva
tion can be servo-controlled to follow deviations 
the solar wind direction.

If sufficient mass, power, and funding are availab
the plasma analyzer could be enhanced by 
addition of a time-of-flight section capable, at
3
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minimum, of determining the ionization temperatu
of the plasma through measurement of the ratio
O6+ to O7+ ions. A second objective would be to d
termine the relative abundances of ions with h
and low first-ionization potentials, such as the Mg
ratio. The ionization state and the composition p
vide clues to the coronal sources of the plasma. 
energy-per-charge filtered ions would be accelera
through a carbon foil floating at a high negative p
tential. Secondary electrons emitted from the f
would provide a start pulse, while accelerated io
would be detected after passing through the tim
of-flight region to provide a stop pulse.

Magnetometer

A candidate magnetometer for STEREO is a sin
miniature triaxial fluxgate magnetometer using rin
core magnetic sensing elements. The magnetom
low-noise ring core sensors are derived from the s
technology used in the Voyager, Magsat, Giot
CLUSTER, GGS, AMPTE, and MGS. A dynam
range of ±65,536 nT can be achieved with a reso
tion of 0.125 nT in one channel, and ±655 nT with a
resolution of 0.00125 nT in a second channel. T
vector magnetic field can be obtained at a rate o
vectors per second, but such high temporal res
tion is not necessary for the STEREO mission. If 
magnetometer sensor is mounted on a boom, the
entation of the boom must be chosen to avoid in
ference with the field of view of other instrument

Solar Energetic Particle Detector

Only rather modest instrumentation based on pro
approaches is required to address the mission ob
tives for energetic particles. The instrumentat
should be able to distinguish impulsive from grad
events based on the characteristics in Table 3.

Table 3. Characteristics of impulsive and
gradual particle events.

Impulsive Gradual

Enriched in He3 Normal isotopic
composition

Electron-rich Proton-rich
Enriched in Fe & Coronal abundances

other heavy ions
Rapid rise & decay More extended
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It should be able to measure the absolute intensity 
energy spectra of energetic nuclei at the energies
to 100 MeV/nuc) that pose a potential risk to astr
nauts. The following list gives the observational an
scientific objectives of the energetic particle detect
and representative energy ranges to be covered:

Observational Scientific
Objectives Objective

Sample in situ, with Understand the
1-min time resolution mechanism for the

• Energetic electrons: production of
~0.1 to 3 MeV CME shock-

• Protons: ~0.1 to ~100 MeV accelerated
• Helium: ~1 to 100 MeV/nuc  particles
• Heavy ions (6 < Z < 28):

~2 to 30 MeV/nuc
He3 identification

Using modern approaches to low-power, lightweig
instrumentation, the required measurements can
provided with a package of several small detecto
that would require ~3 kg and ~2 W. These partic
telescopes could be based on silicon solid-state 
vices, which provide precise measurements w
good long-term stability. An average bit rate of ~20
bits per second should be adequate if onboard p
cessing and data compression techniques are us

8. Conclusions
We have reviewed recent progress in understand
CMEs and identified the major scientific question
to be answered. The key questions and many of 
conclusions are highlighted by italics throughout th
text. We concluded that two spacecraft at 1 AU, o
drifting well ahead of Earth and one well behind
will serve the objectives of NASA’s Sun-Earth Con
nection Initiative by (1) enabling fundamenta
research on the three-dimensional structure a
dynamical processes of CMEs, (2) providing the s
ence base for greatly improved forecasts of dist
bances at Earth, and (3) providing comprehens
measurements of the interplanetary environment
support of follow-on Solar Terrestrial Probes.

We recommend that the STEREO spacecraft ca
identical complements of instruments, includin
chromosphere and coronal imagers, a heliosph
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imager, a radio telescope, and sensors of interp
etary particles and magnetic fields. We believe t
the recommended complement of instruments 
accomplish the goals of the STEREO mission.

Together with the Goddard Space Flight Center,
studied orbits, vehicles, programmatic requireme
and funding needed to carry out a 2-year scie
mission with a 3-year extension for support of ot
Solar-Terrestrial Probes. We concluded that 
needed technologies are available now and tha
mission can be launched in mid-2003 within the c
restrictions of the Solar-Terrestrial Probe line of m
sions. We also considered how existing or plan
space assets, such as ACE and Solar-B, might a
the scientific potential of the mission. We partic
larly considered the possibility that SOHO cou
serve as one of the STEREO eyes on space. W
cided against relying on SOHO because if it sho
fail during the years leading up to launch or sho
after, then reliance on SOHO would result in the l
of the stereoscopic mission. As our study made c
the scientific value of another single-viewpoint m
sion is dramatically lower than for a mission wi
stereoscopic capability.

In order to maximize the scientific return from t
unique opportunity provided by STEREO, furth
studies should be conducted to maximize 
information that can be extracted from ster
observations. Such studies, which will include sim
lated observations of prescribed structures (e
CMEs, streamers, loops), will help assure the o
mum design and selection of STEREO instrumen
tion. We also recommend that studies of various t
scopes, including magnetographs, be purs
vigorously to minimize eventual costs and maxim
capabilities.

As a result of this study, the Science Definition Te
concludes that:

1. Two suitably instrumented spacecraft in ellipti
solar orbits, leading and lagging Earth at 1 A
will provide the measurements needed to so
the fundamental scientific issues surround
coronal mass ejections.

2. The technology for the STEREO mission
ready, and NASA should act promptly 
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implement it. The spacecraft can be launched
2003 within the cost cap of the Solar-Terrestr
Probe program.

3. NASA should act, in cooperation with othe
agencies, to implement a “beacon mode” th
would enable STEREO to provide near-real-tim
warnings of impending geomagnetic disturbanc
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I. Observatory Concept

A. Overview
The uniqueness of the Solar STEREO mission concept lies simply in the geometry of the
observations and consequently the drifting heliocentric orbit requirement. The science
instrumentation utilizes proven, relatively straightforward designs. The spacecraft requires
modest three-axis stabilization and a reasonably high performance communication system.
It must be rather lightweight, radiation hard, and inexpensive. All of these requirements can
be met using current designs such as the newly developed SMEX•Lite architecture1.
Though admittedly state-of-the-art today, this type of small spacecraft performance will
undoubtedly be readily available by the 2003 timeframe in which STEREO will fly.
Consequently, the SMEX•Lite architecture is cited in this study as an ample demonstration
(a case study) of the ease in which this mission could be assembled.

B. Spacecraft Background
The SMEX•Lite architecture is currently being developed by the SMEX Project at
NASA/GSFC under the context of the NASA Explorer Program Technology Infusion
Program. This design will be built to protoflight standards, qualified for flight, and
performance demonstrated by early 1998.  Prototype integration began in October 1997.
This new spacecraft architecture has been optimized for versatility, ease of change, and low
cost.  A three-axis stabilized version of this design is no more than one-foot tall, 38 inches
in diameter, and is anticipated to cost approximately $10M per mission to obtain. This
study makes no presumption as to who or where the spacecraft are produced, but only
presumes ready availability of this class of technology and the acceptance of aggressive
project management and systems engineering techniques. Full cost accounting techniques
have been utilized in estimating mission costs. The current development activity is
proceeding very well, meeting nearly all of its cost and performance objectives. This
provides the confidence to cite this architecture as a proof of feasibility concept for the
STEREO mission concept definition study.

C. Mission Orbit
The STEREO mission requires two spacecraft to make their observations separated within
the ecliptic plane by approximately 60 degrees from each other in their respective
viewpoints of the Sun. This is an optimum viewing geometry for the selected science
instrumentation package, not an absolute geometry meaning that good science can be
obtained from smaller as well as larger angles, but the best observations will occur as this
angle approaches approximately 60 degrees. In fact, there are reasons to argue that a variety
of viewing geometries will yield more information on CME structures and behavior than a
fixed viewing geometry. When you couple the science viewing requirements with the
recognition that it takes a great deal of propulsive energy and resulting spacecraft weight
and complexity to position a spacecraft in a fixed position in deep space such as a libration
point, this study recommends a slowly drifting heliocentric orbit in which the spacecraft
can be directly inserted by the launch vehicle as the optimal low cost solution for this
mission. This approach has the added benefit of only requiring two spacecraft
configurations (or operating conditions) during the mission the launch configuration and
the science observation configuration. With no intermediate orbit transfer or parking
configuration and no propulsion system requirements to be met, the spacecraft design
becomes very straightforward.
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The heliocentric orbit, which was chosen, has an energy requirement of approximately 0.78
km2/s2. A C3=1.0 km2/s2 was used for launch vehicle performance analysis. One spacecraft
would be placed in a leading trajectory ahead of the Earth in its orbit and the other would be
placed in a lagging trajectory following the Earth in its orbit. This combination of
trajectories will yield a spacecraft separation angle of ~60 degrees that persists from about
day 210 to day 460 of the mission (see Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4).

Figure 1.  Reference Orbit Selection

Figure 2.  9/8 Lagging Transfer C3=1.2
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Figure 3.  Ten-Day Time Ticks for 9/8 Trailing Transfer

Figure 4.  Parameters for the STEREO Orbit C3=0.78
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These trajectories are very straightforward to obtain and relatively insensitive to insertion
errors (see Figure 5).

Figure 5.  Effects of Launch Time Variations on Heliocentric Transfer

The resulting orbital geometry has the added advantage of minimizing the distance from
the Earth (simpler RF communications) and of putting all other Earth orbiting as well as
ground based solar observatories in a good position to provide collaborative data.

D. Launch Vehicle Selection
Launch vehicle options ranging from the Pegasus to the DELTA were evaluated for this
mission. Vehicle technical capabilities and cost were considered. Two options were studied
in detail launching both spacecraft together on a DELTA or launching each spacecraft
separately on a TAURUS.

The DELTA vehicle does not have the capability to provide separate 3rd stages to multiple
payloads.  Consequently, at least one, if not both of the spacecraft would require their own
kick motors. The DELTA 7326 could lift a 600 kg combined payload mass into a transfer
orbit, leaving one spacecraft there, and subsequently boost the other into its heliocentric
orbit (C3=1.0) using a STAR 37 upper stage. The other spacecraft would need to provide
its own propulsive element to boost to the heliocentric orbit.

A single TAURUS vehicle could directly insert a single 350 kg payload into the required
heliocentric (C3=1.0) orbit for approximately half the cost of the DELTA. The TAURUS
configuration would utilize the 63 inch diameter fairing (54 inch useable payload diameter),
the Star 37FM upper stage, and the standard 3712 payload adapter fixture/separation
system (see Figure 6). The upper stage is spin stabilized (~50 rpm) and includes an integral
despin system.  Launch would be from the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) range. It is
assumed that all launch support facilities would already be in place.  Two separate launches
would be used for STEREO.
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The TAURUS option was selected as the most practical for its simplicity in mission
operations, least impact on the spacecraft design, and for spreading the risk of catastrophic
failure by utilizing separate launches.

Star 37FM
Kick Motor

Figure 6.  TAURUS Payload Envelope
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E. Mission Lifetime and Reliability
The STEREO mission concept is optimized for the 60-degree separation angle science
observations between days 210 and 460 and the 110-degree separation between days 600
and 800. Observations after this angle expands outward are considered an extended
mission opportunity. Any additional science data gathered in the extended mission is
considered a bonus and will be relayed back to Earth at diminished data rates as the
spacecraft gradually drifts further and further away from Earth. This approach eliminates
the need for a propulsion system on-board the spacecraft.  It also greatly simplifies the data
system requirements, both on-board the spacecraft as well as on the ground. It yields a
design life of approximately 2 years implying that a single string observatory is a
reasonable design approach.

F. Spacecraft Configuration
The STEREO observatory was configured for maximum simplicity. The sunward facing
platform was balanced so as to minimize the separation of the Center of Pressure (CP) and
Center of Gravity (CG) in order to keep secular momentum build-up as small as possible.
The spacecraft must be balanced in its launch configuration due to the spin stabilized upper
stage. Balance mass has been allocated to simplify the implementation of this requirement.
No attempt was made to provide a balanced torque couple configuration of the spacecraft
thrusters since there are no stringent trajectory maintenance requirements. The science
magnetometer was placed in the spacecraft shadow in order to minimize thermal distortion
of its boom. The instrument electric dipole antennas were placed to prevent interference
with not only the sunpointed instruments, but also the high gain antenna and the star
tracker.  The Heliosphere Imager is deployed on-orbit to a slightly outward and aft position
in order to clear its expansive FOV from shadowing by the high gain antenna.

The spacecraft assembly was decoupled as much as possible from the instrument module
in order to provide for the use of an accelerated development schedule (see Section VI) that
minimizes mission cost. The instrument module is a separate, fully integrated sub-
assembly. The spacecraft components are housed in or attached to the one-piece integral
spacecraft structure (see Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10).
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Figure 7.  STEREO Launch Configuration

Figure 8.  STEREO On-Orbit Configuration Overview
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Figure 9.  STEREO On-Orbit Configuration Close-up

Figure 10.  STEREO Configuration Details
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The internal architecture of the STEREO observatory (see Figure 11) utilizes the standard
interfaces and basic performance of the SMEX•Lite architecture2. Command and control,
as well as housekeeping and low rate telemetry are managed on the MIL-STD-1553 Data
Bus. A single RSC6000 radiation hard, 32-bit microprocessor controls all observatory
functions. A single serial port is used to transfer the high data volume from the SCIP
instrument. The remaining instruments are interfaced by a single Auxiliary Instrument
Controller (AIC) to the spacecraft.
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Figure 11.  STEREO Observatory Block Diagram

G. Attitude Control System (ACS)
The STEREO mission requires a three-axis stabilized pointer that maintains the instrument
line of sight viewing the Sun with a ±30 arc-sec, 3-sigma accuracy. Jitter must be limited
to within ±5 arc-sec. The coronograph provides a pitch/yaw pointing error signal accurate
to approximately 0.1 arc-sec that is used by the ACS for its solar reference. Roll about the
sunline is unimportant to the science data collection, but is important for post flight data
analysis. The solar roll angle must be known to 0.1 degrees. The spacecraft roll angle must
be controlled such that the high gain antenna is pointed towards the Earth ±0.10 degrees.

All of these pointing requirements can easily be accommodated by an ACS configuration
similar to that used on the NASA/SMEX Transition Region and Coronal Explorer
(TRACE)3 mission. Three orthogonal reaction wheels are used to adjust the attitude of the
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spacecraft and to provide a bias momentum vector oriented towards the Sun. This bias
momentum provides gyroscopic stability to the system, resisting disturbance torque
perturbations and providing short-term stability in the case of system upsets.

Three orthogonal Pulsed Plasma Thrusters (PPT) are utilized to manage secular
momentum build-up. These devices function as illustrated in Figure 12. They have been
successfully flown on the US Navy NOVA satellites.  Further background data is available
in Reference 2. The PPT was chosen over the more traditional liquid or cold gas propulsion
system because of its simplicity and small size. Once out of Earth orbit the spacecraft
disturbance torques are very small, dominated by solar pressure forces and weak
gravitational pulls. The estimated disturbance torques were increased by a factor of 3 for
the purposes of this study.  Designing the sunward face of the spacecraft to have a small
CG/CP displacement (≤1.0 in) further minimizes the effects of the solar pressure forces;
however, the ACS design is not dependent upon this assumption. Increasing the CG/CP
separation to 1.0-foot approaches the practical limitation of the PPT, increasing the average
power and Teflon propellant mass by a factor of twelve. However, it is rather straight-
forward to balance the spacecraft projected area to within a few inches of the CG, so this is
of little concern. This low torque environment is the ideal place to use PPT’s since the
devices themselves produce relatively small impulses. The PPT for STEREO were sized
using the assumptions outlined in Table 1. The resulting calculations specified a very
modest PPT size that is well within the experience base of these devices. The NASA
EO-1 spacecraft of the New Millennium Program will fly similar devices in 1999.

Figure 12.  Pulsed Plasma Thruster System
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Table 1.  PPT Sizing Assumptions

Assumption Comment
E
n
v

Solar radiation pressure 1.3 x 10–4 N Solar flux = 1358
w/m2

i
r

Solar radiation pressure Torque 3.3 x 10–4 N-m Spacecraft CP/CG
offset = 1.0 in

o
n

1 min. accumulated momentum 1.98 x 10–4 N-m-s

m Spacecraft surface area 6.0 m2 Sun face
e
n
t

Spacecraft surface reflectance 0.6 Sun face q

     C
     h
     a
T   r
h   a
r    c 1.5 amp source 29.4 W 70% efficiency
u    t Max. capacitor charge 29.4 J
s    e Time for max. charge 1.0 sec
t    r Min. capacitor charge 5.0 J
e    i Time for min. charge 0.1701 sec
r    s
     t
      i
     c
C    P
a     e Required thruster impulse 3.97 x 10–4 N-s
l      r Required mass per firing 4.05 x 10–8 kg Isp = 1000 seconds
c     f Required thruster force 3.97 x 10–4 N at 1 Hz firings
u    o Required capacitor charge 22.62 J
l     r Required capacitor charge time 0.7694 sec at power level
a    m Average power over 1 hour 0.377 W
t     a Firings over 2 years 1,051,200 0.0167 Hz frequency
e    n Teflon mass over 2 years 0.0426 kg
d    c Length of Teflon cylinder 0.0389 m 1 in. diameter
      e

Sun acquisition attitude signals are provided by a moderate Field of View (FOV) fine Sun
sensor further aided by 2π steradian coverage coarse Sun sensors.  Fine Sun pointing error
signals come from the coronagraph.

Roll attitude information is provided by a star tracker oriented perpendicular to the
spacecraft Sun axis, opposite the high gain antenna. The ecliptic plane is richly populated
with stars, providing an easily recognizable roll reference throughout the mission. The
orientation of the Earth will be computed on-board utilizing this roll reference and an
orbital ephemeris updated by mission controllers. The ACS will also compute the required
high gain antenna pitch angle necessary to maintain an effective communication link to the
Earth.
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The ACS will also provide safe pointing at the start of the mission. Once released from the
launch vehicle, the spacecraft will autonomously deploy the solar arrays and enable the
ACS to seek and point towards the Sun and orient the high gain antenna axis towards the
Earth. This initial Sun acquisition utilizes all three reaction wheels and should be
accomplished in a few minutes time. The wheels must be sized to have sufficient
momentum storage capability to absorb the full tip-off momentum from launch vehicle
separation. Once stabilized in position the spacecraft will await ground command to
initialize the science instrumentation. This autonomous acquisition approach has been
successfully utilized on all SMEX missions.

Attitude control algorithms are executed within the spacecraft processor. The required
system performance is well within prior SMEX mission capabilities and is not a driver for
this mission.

H. Data and Communication System
The STEREO data system must be capable of collecting one Gbit of science data per day
and relaying it to the ground. This can easily be handled with two hours per day of 150
Kbps downlink transmission to the Deep Space Network (DSN) 34 meter ground system
during the prime mission period (i.e., ~60 degree spacecraft separation angle). Later in the
mission the data rate must be reduced in order to maintain an adequate link margin (see
Figure 13) as the spacecraft-Earth separation distance increases. Reduced data volume
must be incorporated to balance the data flow. Downlink time can also be increased as long
as a positive energy balance is maintained within the spacecraft power system. A third
option of maintaining data volume during the extended mission would be to switch to the
DSN 70 meter ground system; however, system availability may make this impractical.
The spacecraft will have 8 selectable data rates in order to support this flexibility.
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Figure 13.  STEREO Link Margins

A full day’s data set can be stored in a relatively modest solid state recorder. Spacecraft
command loads can be received concurrent with the downlink.

In order to support these data flow requirements as well as to maintain the theme of
spacecraft simplicity, a 1.3 meter rigid antenna with 39 dB gain and a Field of View (FOV)
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of ±0.25 degrees was chosen for the high gain downlink and beacon mode broadcast. This
is the largest fixed antenna that could be easily packaged in the payload volume without
utilizing an elaborate deployable mechanism or antenna system. The antenna is stowed
above the spacecraft for launch and rotated into the operational position after separation
from the launch vehicle. The spacecraft will roll in order to orient the antenna towards the
Sun-Earth line.  The antenna will be oriented along the Sun-Earth line to point at the Earth
by a small stepper motor that will pivot the antenna elevation axis relative to the spacecraft
body. The elevation angle (see Figure 14 and Figure 15) changes slowly throughout the
mission and consequently will only require periodic adjustment, rather than active pointing.
The antenna elevation angle will therefore be controlled to ±0.1 degree. If the mission is
extended much beyond two years the spacecraft will need to offset point from the Sun in
order to place the Earth within the antenna FOV since elevation angle adjustment is limited.
Two low gain omni-directional antennas will provide coverage for health and safety
contingencies as well as initial Launch and Early Orbit (L&EO) activities.

Figure 14.  Earth-Sun-Spacecraft Angle Variation (C3=2.01)
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Figure 15.  Typical Sun-Spacecraft-Earth Angle Variation (C3=2.01)

The data system will utilize a 20 watt X-band transponder for RF communications. X-band
allows for a smaller size antenna and avoids the frequency access issues which are
becoming more pronounced in the crowded S-band arena. DSN is already equipped to
handle X-band communications. This configuration meets the command and telemetry
requirements as well as satisfying the orbit tracking requirements for two-way Doppler and
ranging data. Orbit knowledge can easily be derived for this trajectory using this approach
to better than ±200 km along track and ±100 km across track, more than sufficient for
science data analysis and ground station antenna pointing.

The data management functions as well as the ACS functions can be easily handled by the
single spacecraft R6000 processor and interfaces integral to the SMEX•Lite architecture.
The Command and Data Handling (C&DH), ACS and spacecraft health and safety flight
software requirements can easily be supported by existing SMEX software with an
estimated reuse factor of 85%. This code is highly structured and utilizes C+/C++ high
level language modules. The processor, running at 33 MHz, will only be ~15% utilized to
support the spacecraft requirements of this mission.

I. Power System
The STEREO power system is only required to provide ~150 watts of 28 volt power to
the observatory. This requirement can be met with 1.08 square meters (12 SMEX•Lite
solar array platelets) of GaAs solar array. A 12 Amp-hr Nickel Cadmium battery is
incorporated to provide a power reserve for transmitter operation as well as to act as the
primary power source during L&EO prior to solar array deployment and Sun acquisition.
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J. Power and Weight Budgets

Item Mass
(kg)

Average
Power
(watt)

Comments/Heritage

Primary Structure 24.0 – SMEX•Lite
Balance Weights 10.0 –
Solar Array 7.2 – SMEX•Lite
Battery 12.0 – Sanyo D-cell
Transponder 5.0 15.0 20 watt RF output

(daily average)
Antenna Support Structure 11.0 –
Harness 7.2 – SMEX
High Gain Antenna 5.5 – TRMM
Low Gain Antennas 0.8 – SMEX
Computation Hub 5.5 18.5 SMEX•Lite
Utility Hub 2.3 5.0 SMEX•Lite
Power Node 5.4 9.7 92% efficiency
Reaction Wheels 12.0 12.0 SMEX•Lite
Pulsed Plasma Thrusters 10.5 3.5 Factor of 3 power

margin
Sun Sensors 1.0 0.7 Adcole DSS, CSS
Gyros 5.0 12.0 SMEX Incosym
Star Tracker 8.0 7.6 Lockheed AST
Thermal 2.0 10.0 SMEX
Spacecraft Subtotal 134.4 94.0
Combined Emission-Line
Imager and Coronagraph

20.0 20.0 LASCO, EIT

Magnetometer 2.0 2.0 Existing versions
Solar Wind Analyzer 3.0 2.0 Existing versions
Energetic Particle Detector 3.0 2.0 Existing versions
Radio Burst Telescope 5.0 2.0 Existing versions
Heliosphere Imager 15.0 20.0 New development
Aux. Instrument Controller 5.0 10.0
Instrument Support Structure 10.0 –
CME Structure Deployment
Mechanisms

8.0

Instrument Harness 6.0
Instrument Subtotal 69.0 58.0
TOTAL 211.4 152.0

Mission Capability 350.0 156.0
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II.  Mission Operations Concept

The SMEX Program has been actively pursuing and promoting the concepts of automated
spacecraft operations. By combining the safing capabilities of the spacecraft and the
advancements in ground control software, the TRACE and Wide-Field Infrared Explorer
(WIRE) missions are setting precedence for unattended spacecraft operations.

The location of the control center is somewhat arbitrary when considering these
advancements in telecommunications. The SMEX control center is centrally located at
GSFC with access to ground support resources as well as access to other solar physics
observatories for coordinated science observations. Communications services between Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the primary source of data, and GSFC are already in place
and would simply require bandwidth allocation. GSFC Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF)
would provide tracking and navigation services which would allow STEREO to take
advantage of the PC based FDF systems being developed for TRACE and WIRE. These
systems will process and distribute required FDF products.

The STEREO control center could easily be modeled after the TRACE and WIRE
systems.  The primary ground control software requirements can be met by the Integrated
Test and Operations System (ITOS). ITOS has 7 years of SMEX heritage and takes
advantage of cost effective automation features. The automation features allow for
unattended health and safety monitoring, data processing, and anomaly notification.
Anomaly notification is accomplished with automated configuration monitoring and limit
checking which activate pre-programmed paging systems. Spacecraft safing sequences
ensure that all mission critical responses to anomalies are issued by the onboard computer.

Armed with the confidence that mission critical responses are satisfied and that the
spacecraft will be in a stable condition at the next ground contact, the operations will be
reduced primarily to mission planning and post-pass data evaluation. This will enable
operations support to be constrained to a standard 40 hour week.  The size of the team will
depend primarily on the expertise of the staff and the spacecraft real-time requirements. A
skilled team of four could reasonably support this mission as long as the instrument
operations can be simplified to a consistent data acquisition mode. Operations of both
STEREO satellites will be kept as identical as possible to minimize the operation to simple
station contact differences.  A baseline of 1 Gbit per day at the primary science distance of
.5 AU will require DSN station support for 2 hours @ 150 Kbps per day. This could be
supported in multiple passes or one single pass. Additional pass coverage could be
scheduled to increase science data volume. Much of this depends on station availability;
however, either approach can be accommodated. The spacecraft will have selectable data
rates to accommodate link margin restrictions. This will give the operations personnel
considerable flexibility in mission planning. The DSN 34 meter system is the baseline for
the STEREO communication system; however, in times of conflict the 70 meter system
can be used to dump science data faster and to conserve spacecraft power.

Command uploads will cover a one week period which once again will reduce operations.
This upload should consist primarily of station contacts, science data dump commands and
orbital ephemeris updates.  The Command Management System (CMS), modeled after the
TRACE system, will take ground station contact schedules and science command inputs to
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produce spacecraft command loads.  If routine operations are necessary these actions will
be done with the on-board Absolute Time Sequence (ATS) and Relative Time Sequences
(RTS).

On-board science data analysis could identify data as a priority for near real-time
transmission and set off the “Beacon Mode” that would attempt to call for ground support.
This mode would initiate a request for ground support by sending a low rate beacon to
scheduled listening stations.  Once the signal is detected the station would activate a paging
request to the operations personnel. The flight operations team would then schedule a DSN
station contact and issue the data collection commands.  This concept does have drawbacks
in that it would require constant ground monitoring. Ground stations with reasonable
antenna gains of 52 dB (5.5 meter) could support a beacon mode surveillance concept.
There are numerous commercial companies that are currently developing the ground
station infrastructure that would be needed.
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III. Mission Cost Estimate

The STEREO mission cost estimate is based partially on actual SMEX mission historical
data4, and partially on comparative evaluations of similar type instrumentation. SMEX-Lite
mission costs are derived from the ongoing technology development expenditure history.
The technical maturity of most elements of this mission make this a realistic method to
assess mission viability.

The STEREO mission cost estimate is based on an accelerated development cycle (see
Figure 16) beginning in October 1999 and ending with a launch of the first spacecraft in
February 2003, and the second spacecraft in April 2003.

FY00 FY01 FY02 FY03

Oct 
‘99

Jun 
‘00

Nov  
‘00

Jun 
‘02

Instrument  
Development 
(24 months)

Mission 
I&T 

(6 mos)

Launch 
Ops 1 
(2 mos)

L&EO 
(1 mo)

Feb 
‘03

Launch 
1

Spacecraft 
Development 
(12 months)

S/C 
Integ. 
(3 mos)

Spacecraft 
Environmental 
Test (2 months)

Spacecraft 
Performance 

Test (1 month)

32 Month 
Mission 

Development

18 Month 
Spacecraft 

Development

Instrument 
Delivery

Apr 
‘03

Launch 
2

FY99

Oct 
‘98

20 Month 
Instrument 
Definition 

Period

Pre-Mission 
Instrument Maturation 

(12 months)

Mission 
Confirmation 

Review

L&EO 
(1 mo)

Reserve 
(2 mos)

Launch 
Ops 2 
(2 mos)

Mission 
Design 

(8 months)

Figure 16.  Development Cycle

Postponing the spacecraft development is a valid technique for reducing system cost given
the straightforward requirements for this mission. It is assumed that an existing spacecraft
design could be incorporated with very minor mission unique modifications. The mission
design period and the pre-mission development instrument definition period will focus on
defining the instrument configuration and interface specifications.
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The STEREO mission total cost is summarized in Table 2 and Table 3.

Table 2.  STEREO Mission Cost Summary (FY97 $M)

Phase A/B &
Technology
& Ground

System

Phase C/D Non-Flight

Instrument Definition
Maturation 3.0
Definition 5.0

Instrument Development 60.0
Reserve (20%)     12.0
Subtotal 72.0

Spacecraft Development 5.2 26.5
Reserve (20%)     1.1     5.3
Subtotal 6.3 31.8

Mission Integration 1.6 11.6
Reserve (10%)     0.2     1.2
Subtotal 1.8 12.8

Launch Segment 56.0
Ground System 8.0

Reserve (20%) 2.0
MO&DA 20.0
Plan Subtotal 22.8 96.1 76.0
Reserve Subtotal 3.3 20.5 0.0
Subtotal 26.1 116.6 76.0
GRAND TOTAL 218.7

Less Than
$30M Cost
Constraint

Less Than
$120M Cost
Constraint
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Table 3.  STEREO Mission NOA Phasing Estimate (FY97 $M)

Mission Segment
(including reserve)

FY99 FY00 FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05

Instrument Definition 3.0 5.0

Instrument
Development

14.4 26.4 21.6 9.6

Spacecraft
Development

6.3 17.2 12.7 1.9

Mission Integration 1.8 4.4 5.8 3.9

Launch Segment 23.0 24.6 8.4

Ground Segment 2.0 5.0 3.0

MO&DA 8.0 11.0 11.0

TOTAL 3.0 27.5 73.0 69.7 34.8 11.0 11.0

A. Launch Segment Costs
The TAURUS vehicle configured for STEREO is estimated by the NASA/GSFC Orbital
Launch Services (OLS) Project to cost ~$28M. This includes payload support and
integration costs.  Consequently the STEREO mission launch cost is $56M.  The vehicle is
ordered 30 months prior to launch with a payment schedule as outlined in Table 4.

Table 4.  Payment Schedule

Milestone
Event No.

Amount
(% of Price)

Estimated Date of
Completion
(Months)

1 10% L-30
2 5% L-27
3 8% L-24
4 9% L-21
5 9% L-18
6 9% L-15
7 12% L-12
8 12% L-9
9 11% L-6
10 5% L-3
11 5% Launch
12 5% L+3
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B. Instrument Costs

1. Instrument Definition
Instrument definition costs include all instrument expenditures associated with Pre-Phase
A, Phase A, and Phase B activities leading up to the Mission Confirmation Review.

The projected instrument costs are summarized in Table 5, along with some indication of
the heritage of the instrument design.

*All costs given are for a single instrument.  The total mission instrument cost can be obtained by
simply doubling these amounts since two instruments are required.

The cost for the SCIP is based on the cost for comparable but more complex instruments
from the TRACE and SOHO missions. TRACE is a much more sophisticated, much

Table 5.  Summary of the Estimated Instrument Costs for the STEREO
Instrument complement.

Instrument Heritage Estimated Cost ($M) for
Each Instrument*

Solar Coronal
Imaging Package
(SCIP)
Coronagraph and
emission-line
imager combined

Coronagraph is similar
to the SPARTAN 201
coronagraph with offset
occulter

Coronal and Chromo-
spheric Imager is a
simplified version of the
multi-layer imaging tech-
nology of TRACE and
EIT

18

Energetic Particle
Detector

ACE 2

Radio Burst Tracker Similar to the instru-
ments on Ulysses and
WIND

2

Magnetometer Similar to instrument on
GIOTTO, CLUSTER,
Mars Global Surveyor

1

Solar Wind Plasma
Analyzer

WIND 2

Heliosphere Imager SMEI (Air Force prog.)
NEAR

5

Total Cost — 30
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larger instrument than the SCIP with sub-arcsecond pointing, active focusing, multiple
bandpass optics. Additional basis for this cost is obtained by comparing the SCIP with the
Solar X-ray Telescope (SXT) on Yohkoh. But again, the instrument is much more
challenging than the SCIP with very expensive grazing incidence optics and a filter wheel.
In addition, SXT had one of the first CCD cameras built for a solar physics mission, and
significant development cost were incurred. Since that time, several groups have developed
working, inexpensive CCD cameras, which could be used for the SCIP.

2. Instrument Development and Integration
Instrument development and integration costs include all costs incurred during Phase C/D
associated with the instruments and the preparation of the Science Operations Center
(SOC). This includes support to observatory Integration and Test (I&T) through launch +
30 days.

C. Spacecraft Costs
Spacecraft costs (see Table 6) begin with supporting the mission design. They include all
costs associated with spacecraft design, build, and qualification testing as an assembled
single component up to the time of instrument integration.  Spacecraft hardware is obtained
in a “protoflight” status, meaning that Engineering Test Unit (ETU) and spare units are
generally not procured. This approach obviously presents some schedule risk, but is
consistent with the low cost approach that is recommended for the STEREO mission.
Significant reserve is carried on the spacecraft, not because it is a risky development, but
simply because the aerospace industry has only infrequently demonstrated cost
performance similar to that of the SMEX Program. Better performance is expected over
the next few years as the newer technology subsystems and interface standardizations
become the norm.
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Table 6.  Spacecraft Cost Itemization

FY00 FY01 FY02 FY03 Mission Total

Mission Element $M $M $M $M $M

Mechanical 0.111 0.810 0.280 0.105 1.306

Power Node 0.017 0.190 0.020 0.010 0.237

Battery 0.000 0.120 0.020 0.010 0.150

Solar Array 0.187 0.320 0.210 0.000 0.717

Harness 0.000 0.130 0.040 0.000 0.170

Thermal 0.153 0.160 0.150 0.040 0.503

Contamination 0.017 0.020 0.080 0.020 0.137

Utility Node 0.000 0.110 0.010 0.010 0.130

ACS Analysis 0.391 0.363 0.262 0.175 1.191

ACS Hardware 0.170 1.500 1.190 0.010 2.870

ACS Software 0.136 0.288 0.257 0.050 0.731

C&DH Software 0.204 0.400 0.300 0.070 0.974

C&DH Hardware 0.034 0.670 0.310 0.000 1.014

Communications 0.051 0.740 0.340 0.020 1.151

I&T GSE 0.357 0.440 0.340 0.200 1.337

EEE Parts 0.578 0.170 0.010 0.000 0.758

Spacecraft I&T 0.000 0.200 1.100 0.000 1.300

SUB-TOTAL 2.406 6.631 4.919 0.720 14.676

8% G&A 0.192 0.530 0.394 0.058 1.174

TOTAL $2.598 $7.161 $5.313 $0.778 $15.850

Phase B 
(Design)

Phase C/D (Development)

D. Mission Integration Costs
Mission integration costs (see Table 7) begin with managing the mission design activities
and include all costs associated with integration of the instruments to the spacecraft and all
subsequent observatory testing and engineering support up through the initial 30 days on
orbit. It also includes all project management costs including administrative, project
support, financial, flight assurance, Reliability and Quality Assurance (R&QA), inventory
management, preparation of the flight operations team for mission operations, mission
systems engineering, and launch operations support.
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The STEREO mission integration costs are based on actual SMEX mission5 historical
data.  Though the STEREO mission requires the construction of identical observatories,
the mission integration costs assume an activity level consistent with prior SMEX
missions that were unique and distinctly separate.

Table 7.  Mission Integration Cost Itemization

FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 Mission Total

Mission Element $ M $ M $ M $ M $ M

Scheduling 0.017 0.025 0.045 0.010 0.097

Configuration 
Management

0.068 0.100 0.100 0.030 0.298

Management, 
Systems Engineering 
and Administrative

0.306 0.430 0.510 0.410 1.656

Travel 0.020 0.048 0.059 0.150 0.277

Mission I&T 0.000 0.000 0.580 0.590 1.170

Field Operations 0.000 0.000 0.050 0.100 0.150

Quality Assurance 0.068 0.130 0.230 0.050 0.478

Misc. Flight 
Assurance 0.000 0.080 0.020 0.000 0.100

Reliability 0.000 0.040 0.080 0.030 0.150

EEE Parts Support 0.170 0.200 0.060 0.000 0.430

Flight Operations 
Preparation

0.085 0.540 0.460 0.130 1.215

Miscellaneous 0.000 0.050 0.050 0.000 0.100

SUB-TOTAL 0.734 1.643 2.244 1.500 6.121

8% G&A 0.059 0.131 0.180 0.120 0.490

TOTAL 0.793 1.774 2.424 1.620 6.611

Phase B 
(Design)

Phase C/D (Development)
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E. Mission Operations and Data Analysis Costs
The STEREO MO&DA activities are very straightforward.  Except for the routine use of
the DSN 34 meter system, the mission operations activities are very similar to those
planned for the upcoming TRACE mission. These include not only the conduct of the
STEREO mission and analysis and distribution of its data products but also coordination
with other orbiting and ground based solar observatories. For the purposes of this study the
Mission Operations and Data Analysis (MO&DA) requirements were assumed to be
approximately twice the scale of those of the TRACE mission. This is a very conservative
assumption.
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IV. Study Conclusion and Recommendations

This study finds the STEREO mission to be very doable with today’s progressive
technologies. The spacecraft and instruments can be developed with minimal technical risk.
Cost and technical (power, weight, volume, and performance) margins are robust.

The STEREO mission is an excellent starter mission candidate for the new SEC initiative.
The three-dimensional measurements of coronal structures will provide new and unique
research tools to investigate the physics and evolution of the Sun. These will have
tremendous public appeal, helping to communicate the excitement of this science to
members of other scientific disciplines and to the public at large.

                                                
1 James G. Watzin.  “SMEX•Lite–NASA’s Next Generation Small Explorer”. 10th Annual AIAA/USU
Conference on Small Satellites, 16-19 September 1996.
2 Same as number 1.
3 Darrell Zimbelman. “The Attitude Control System Design for the Transition Region and Coronal
Explorer Mission”. 9th  Annual AIAA/USU Conference on Small Satellites, 18-21 September 1995.
4  Same as number 1.
5  Same at number 1.
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Appendix II.  Data Compression

The STEREO mission science objectives requ
transmission of at least 250 images per day fr
each spacecraft. Since the spacecraft distances
Earth range up to ~1 AU during the prime scien
phases, the capacity of the available resource
handle the demand must be carefully examined.
studied the issue using reasonable assumption
the onboard computer, compression algorithm
transmitter power, high-gain antenna dimensio
and use of the NASA DSN. The results of the stu
are presented quantitatively in tabular form as unit
images received per DSN contact as a function
spacecraft distance from Earth and qualitatively as
actual compressed SOHO/LASCO and images.

The onboard resource assumptions for the st
were as follows. The nominal imaging detector w
assumed to be a 1024 3 1024 pixel format charge
coupled device (CCD) operated with 16-bit analo
to-digital conversion. A single full-resolution im
age acquired with such a detector is treated as a
image. Other image rates with subframe image
larger CCD pixel formats can be obtained by sc
ing the tabular unit image rates as appropriate.

The onboard computer was assumed to be ab
handle the computational compression dema
without significantly affecting the telemetry rat
This is a reasonable assumption based on ea
studies. These had indicated that, when the sp
craft are very near Earth, the telemetry rate is
high that either the instruments themselves or 
onboard storage tends to limit the images per c
tact, while at large spacecraft distances from Ea
telemetry limits the rate. The compression alg
rithms assumed and used for the sample images 
Rice and the H-transform. Onboard storage was
sumed to be adequate to hold up to 3 days of c
pressed images.
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A 50-W X-band transmitter coupled to a 1.3-m
diameter parabolic high-gain (38 dB) antenna wa
assumed for the study. The power level appears
be practical for the anticipated launch date, and t
antenna diameter is reasonable for the overall spa
craft design.

Use of the DSN assumed a 34-m dish, an 8-ho
contact, and a 6-dB margin, all standard values.

The results of the study are presented in Table
which shows the number of unit images transmitte
per 8-hour DSN contact as a function of spacecra
lead (lag) angle from Earth and as a function of th
applied compression factor (CF). The CFs were ch
sen on the basis of actual experience with SOH
LASCO. A CF of 1.0 indicates no compression; 
CF of 2.4 is typical of  the compression achieve
with the lossless Rice compression; and CFs of 
and 28 are for H-compression and were chosen
match the compression applied to the sample co
pressed images shown in Figure 1.

The images shown in Figure 1 are SOHO/LASC
C2 and C3 coronagraph images compressed with 
lossless Rice compression (CF = 2.4) and the los
H-compression (CF = 10 and 30). The images sho
that the lossy compression values cited in Table 1 a
acceptable for the coronagraph images and proba
also for the heliosphere imager. Similar tests wit
SOHO/EIT images indicate that H-compression wit
a CF of 10 produces acceptable image quality.

We conclude that one 8-hour DSN contact per spac
craft every 3 days will provide ~200 to 600 stereo
graphic image pairs per day around a 60° lead angle
and ~100 to 300 stereographic image pairs per d
around the 90° lead angle. This quantity of stereo
graphic image pairs will be sufficient to meet th
STEREO science objectives. The onboard stora
requirement for 800 images per day compressed
a factor of 28 is ~1 Gbit.
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Table 1. Unit images per DSN contact as a function of spacecraft
lead angle and compression factor (CF).

Angle Telemetry
(deg) (kbits/s) CF = 1 CF = 2.4 CF = 10 CF = 28

30 142 243 585 2437 6823
60 38 65 156 653 1827
90 19 32 78 326 913

Figure 1 Comparison of coronagraph images compressed by various factors. Even with a compression fac
of 30, it is difficult to detect any image degradation.
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Appendix III. The Case for
Magnetographs

Should the STEREO spacecraft carry a magn
graph? If so, what type of magnetograph—vec
or line-of-light (LOS)? In this appendix, we ma
the case that it is important for STEREO to carr
magnetograph of some form on both spacecraf

Vector versus LOS Magnetographs

A simple, low-resolution longitudinal magnetogra
would add immensely to the scientific return of 
STEREO mission, but is there a strong case fo
cluding a vector magnetograph? It is a more c
plex and expensive instrument and would take m
telemetry resources so would have a lower cade
than a longitudinal instrument.

A vector magnetograph would enable us to see
transverse component of the photospheric magn
fields as well as measure the line-of-sight magn
field. It could help in understanding the role 
helicity in the processes that form magnetic str
tures in the corona and their relative instability.

However, we need to investigate what sensitivit
possible on an instrument compatible with the s
mass, telemetry, and budget restrictions of the S
REO mission. If it can only measure the transve
component in strong-field regions, i.e., active 
gions, it will not add greatly to the mission. Equa
if the spatial resolution is too low, we run the da
ger of adding too much of the fine structure toge
and ending up with a low-fidelity reconstruction
the coronal fields.

LOS magnetographs would provide valuable inf
mation on the general structure of the photosph
field, and having three views (including groun
based magnetographs) would provide some in
mation on the transverse component, at least in
plane of the ecliptic. If these data can be combi
with the 3-D data on coronal magnetic field str
ture from the coronal imager, it might be possi
to model the structure of the field from the pho
sphere to the corona. However, this could be a 
computationally challenging  project, and how w
conditioned the problem is would have to be stud
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Scientific Objectives of Magnetic Field
Measurements from STEREO

Vital to our understanding of the propagation of i
terplanetary disturbances is the ability to model t
solar wind flow. Such models currently are bas
on Carrington Rotation maps built up from LO
magnetograms taken from ground-based obser
tories. The fidelity of the resulting models are su
pect because the determining characteristics 
partly global in nature. Consequently, some parts
the input data for the models are more than 3 we
out of date. We know from Yohkoh and SOH
observations that even the quiet Sun during so
minimum changes on timescales measured in ho
and days rather than weeks. Having the multip
views of the Sun that STEREO spacecraft wou
provide, especially when they are more than 9°
apart, none of the data that the solar wind mod
were based on would be more than a few days o
This would provide significantly more reliable mod
els of the solar wind and, hence, a firmer basis 
understanding the propagation of CMEs in the so
wind.

These types of measurements impose some b
requirements on the magnetograph. It can be re
tively low resolution (>5 arcsec) over the full sola
disk, but it does need to have high accuracy at l
field strengths (≤ 100 G). The observations would
be required every ~6 hours.

The global measurement of the solar magnetic fi
would enable us, for the first time, to see its co
tinuous evolution. From a single, Earth-bound pe
spective we only see about 30% of the Sun’s m
netic evolution due to foreshortening effects ne
the limb, and we are blind to what happens on 
far side of the Sun. Hence, our understanding of 
emergence and evolution of magnetic fields is bas
on a statistical montage of the partial evolution 
many regions. We do not know, for example, wheth
there is simultaneous global emergence of field 
implied by outbreaks of X-ray bright points seen b
Yohkoh and sympathetic flaring observed by SMM
This would imply a large-scale (global) inter
connectivity of the field. We have been surprised 
the Yohkoh images showing how widely intercon
nected active regions are, but do these images re
I-1
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a global phenomenon? STEREO, with a combi
tion of a magnetograph and coronal imager, espec
in Phase 4, would be able to address this proble

The evolution of large-scale structures, althou
slower than active regions, still cannot be follow
with a sufficient temporal coverage to understa
or predict their course. The appearance and ev
tion of coronal holes, particularly transequator
coronal holes, is hard to understand without c
tinuous coverage. They can last for several rotatio
and some seem to be sheared by differential r
tion while others do not. Are they a structure in th
own right or are they formed and controlled by oth
global forces? Again, only STEREO, with a magn
tograph and coronal imager, can answer this qu
tion by providing continuous spatial coverage of the

Polar plumes, polar-crown arcades, filaments, 
extended neutral lines are further examples of la
scale structures that can only be effectively stud
using STEREO, but it is vital that the two spac
craft carry magnetographs to address the probl
associated with these globally related phenome

Magnetographs can also make helioseismolo
measurements, either in Doppler mode or by tun
to the local continuum. Data taken from multip
spacecraft and the Earth–Sun line (e.g., from SO
or ground-based observatories) can be combine
that the entire Sun is in view; this will allow preci
frequency measurements without crosstalk betw
III-
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the modes. In the low-l, global-mode regime, the
mode frequencies and rotational splittings that pro
the energy-generating core may be measured m
more precisely than is currently possible.

If it were possible to obtain time series over a fe
months, we could make advances in g-mode stud
Another potentially interesting application of th
type of observation would be to obtain somewh
higher-resolution velocity measurements, perha
in the range of l = 50–100. This is the direction o
systematic, long-lived flows in and below the phot
sphere by the technique of time-distance hel
seismology. Observations with the Michelso
Doppler Imager on SOHO have demonstrated t
this approach is feasible but is limited by the so
rotation, which removes any given portion of th
Sun in less than 2 weeks. By following a regio
around the Sun for a rotation or more, the techniq
could discover the long-sought giant cells in t
convection zone beneath the photosphere.

Conclusion

The baseline instrument complement does not incl
a magnetograph simply because of cost limitatio
However, we have explored the potential advanta
of stereoscopic magnetography, and we recommend
that studies of lightweight vector magnetographs a
line-of-sight magnetographs be initiated. If a mag-
netograph can be developed that is compatible w
the STEREO mission restrictions and science requ
ments, it should be seriously considered.
2
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